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Confusion and chaos pre-
vailed at several airports

across India on day 1 of the
resumption of the flights after
two months of coronavirus-
induced lockdown even as 630
flights were cancelled, includ-
ing 82 to and from Delhi and
50 flights to and from Mumbai.
The cancellations were caused
by the West Bengal and Andhra
Pradesh Governments refusing
to relent to the requests by the
Civil Aviation Ministry to allow
flight services from Monday,
and limited operations at major
airports such as Mumbai,
Chennai and Hyderabad. 

Consequently, many pas-
sengers reached the airports on
Monday only to be told by the
airline staff that their flights
have been cancelled. Many
people took to social media to
vent their anger. States like
Maharashtra, West Bengal and
Tamil Nadu, which are home to
some of the busiest airports in
the country, were reluctant to
allow domestic flight services
from their airports, citing
swelling Covid-19 cases there. 

Fliers were taken aback
upon their arrival at Terminal
3 of Delhi’s Indira Gandhi
International Airport, and
vented their ire for not being
informed beforehand.
However, airport officials said
the cancellation took place on
account of several States telling

the Centre that they were not
in a position to operate flights
agreed upon earlier. 

Delhi Airport had installed
a scan-and-print boarding card
system for contactless board-
ing, however the scanner mal-
functioned. The Delhi airport

could handle 125 departures
and 118 arrivals on Monday.

Union Civil Aviation
Minister Hardeep Singh Puri
said on Monday evening,
“From no domestic passenger
flights yesterday to 532 flights
and 39,231 passengers today,

action has returned to Indian
skies. With Andhra Pradesh set
to resume operations from
tomorrow & West Bengal from
28 May, these numbers are all
set to increase further.”

On May 22, bookings had
opened for around 1,100

domestic flights for Monday.
The airlines, which were
allowed to operate one-third of
their pre-lockdown domestic
services, have been busy since
Sunday night to further rework
their flight schedules.

Continued on Page 2
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The Chinese Army has
intruded at least three to

four kms into the Hot Springs
area of Eastern Ladakh and
pitched tents there. India has
ramped up its troop strength
after the Chinese more than
doubled their presence at all the
four stand-off sites in the
region. There are now about
4,000 Chinese soldiers at the
face-off locations.

Also, at most of the places
especially Galwan valley, the
Chinese have started con-
structing barracks for addi-
tional troops and heightened
aerial surveillance though on its
own side of the LAC by heli-
copters.

While the Line of Actual

Control (LAC) remains tense
due to these ongoing stand-offs
on for the past 20-25 days, the
local commanders of the two
armies of the rank of Brigadiers
have held more than five
rounds of talk including one on
Sunday. However, these parleys,
so far, have failed to defuse the
situation. Diplomatic efforts
are also on at various levels
between the two countries to
avoid the situation from esca-
lating further.

Giving these details here on
Monday, sources in the securi-
ty establishment also said the
face-offs are spread over an area

of more than 30 km but con-
fined to small pockets.

The transgression in the
Hot Springs area is turning out
to be the most challenging as
the Chinese troops have come
in more than three kms into the
Indian territory thereby clear-
ly transgressing the LAC and
mutually agreed protocols, offi-
cials said. Hot Springs is south
east of the Galwan valley.

In an obvious pressure tac-
tics, the Chinese have also
pitched tents indicating they
intend to stay put for some
time, sources said. In response,
the Indian side has also brought
forwards its troops as a defen-
sive measure to check any fur-
ther move by the Chinese. In
fact, this is the general pattern
in all the four stand-off situa-
tions now.

Of the 4,000 to 5,000
Chinese troops, majority are
present at Pangong Tso lake,
which saw a violent face-off
earlier this month with both
sides engaged in fisticuffs.

Continued on Page 2
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Maharashtra continues to
dominate the Covid-19

spread with 2,436 new cases
and 60 deaths on Monday, out
of total 6,405 new cases and 148
deaths reported across India.
Countrywide count of Covid-
19 cases stood at 1,44,941 and
4,172 deaths.

Tamil Nadu spotted new
805 cases, followed by Delhi
(635 new cases) and Gujarat
(405). Tamil Nadu has now a
total of 17,082 cases, Delhi
14,053 and Gujarat 14,468.

West Bengal traced 149
new cases, taking its tally of
cases to 3,816. Rajasthan
reported 272 new cases for a
total count of 7,300.

After Maharashtra
Monday’s death tally of 60,
Delhi witnessed 15 deaths fol-

lowed by seven deaths in Tamil
Nadu and six deaths in West
Bengal.

Of the total 1,44,941 cases,
80,052 are active patients and
60,706 recovered persons. On
Monday alone, across India
3,012 persons recovered. As
many as 1,186 persons recov-
ered in Maharashtra alone.

Highly populated States
such as Uttar Pradesh and
Madhya Pradesh have 2,668
and 2,988 active patients with
3,660 and 3,571 recoveries till
date, with 8 and 10 deaths
respectively on Monday.

Continued on Page 2
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The Centre on Monday
announced to go for a mas-

sive increase in the number of
examination centres for the
pending CBSE Class X and XII
board exams. 

HRD Minister Ramesh
Pokhriyal Nishank said that the
exams will be now spread to
15,000 centres instead of 3,000
test centre across the country
to maintain social distancing
norms. The pending exams
are to be held from July 1 to
July 15, with results expected to
be announced by late July .

“Earlier, as per the direc-
tion of Home Ministry the
board was slated to hold the
exams at only 3,000 exam cen-
tres. However,  the number of
exam centres has been
increased by 12,000 consider-
ing the Covid-19 situation and
the need for social distancing
among students,” said a senior
HRD Ministry official.

Continued on Page 2
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Putting the Indian
Government in a fix, the

WHO on Monday suspended
the trial of hydroxychloro-
quine as Covid-19 treatment
over safety concerns.

The WHO move followed
a Lancet study of 96,032 hos-
pitalised coronavirus patients
in which it found the anti-
malarial medications hydroxy-
chloroquine and chloroquine
did not appear to benefit the
patients who took them.
Instead, those who received one
of the medications had a high-
er risk of death than those who
did not take them.

On Thursday, the Central
Government had expanded the
use of the medicine as pro-
phylaxis to healthcare and
other frontline workers
deployed in non-Covid and
Covid area after the National
Task Force (NTF) for Covid-19
constituted by the ICMR
reviewed the use of HCQ.
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The heatwave condition is
likely to start subsiding

from Thursday as easterly
winds are expected to start
blowing in northern parts of
the country. The IMD cau-
tioned people not to step out
from 1 pm to 5 pm due to
intense heatwave.

The highest day tempera-
ture in Rajasthan on Monday
was recorded in Churu at 47.5
degrees Celsius, while
Allahabad was the hottest place
in UP at 46.3 degrees Celsius.
The IMD had on Sunday
sounded a red category alert for
Delhi, Haryana, Punjab, west
and east Rajasthan for heatwave
or severe heatwaves.

Kuldeep Srivastava, the
head of IMD’s Regional
Meteorological Centre, peo-
ple have been cautioned against
stepping out during 1 pm to 5
pm, when the intensity of the
heat is the most.

Continued on Page 2
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With the domestic flights
resuming from Monday

and international flights also
coming in, the Punjab
Government on Monday
released its own “revised
instructions” for all passengers,
domestic as well as interna-
tional, entering the State via
rail, air, and buses.

The State Health and
Family Welfare Department
on Tuesday issued “revised
instructions”, similar to those
issued by the Centre, for peo-
ple coming into Punjab to all
Deputy Commissioners and
Civil Surgeons, making seven-
day mandatory quarantine
period for all international
travelers.

Notably, the Centre has
left it up to the State
Governments to decide on
quarantining of all passengers
entering the State.

Continued on Page 2
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Observing that the
Government should be

more worried about the health
of citizens rather than the
health of commercial airlines,
the Supreme Court on Monday
asked the Centre and the
national carrier Air India to
keep the middle seats vacant
on its scheduled flights as a
safety measure. However, the
SC allowed AI to keep the mid-
dle seats occupied up to 
June 6.

The top court asked the
Bombay High Court to decide
the plea against Directorate
General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) circulars expedi-
tiously and said Air India and
other airlines will have to fol-
low the order given by the HC
with regard to safety mea-
sures, including maintaining of
social distancing inside aircraft
by keeping middle seats vacant
between two passengers in a
row.

A Bench headed by Chief
Justice SA Bobde conducted an
urgent hearing on Eid holiday
through video-conferencing
to hear the appeals of the
Central Government and Air
India against the Bombay High
Court order.

“You should be worried
about the health of citizens, not
about the health of commercial
airlines,” the Bench, also com-
prising AS Bopanna and
Hirshikesh Roy, told Solicitor
General Tushar Mehta, who
appeared for the Centre.

The High Court had on
May 22 sought response from
Air India and the DGCA on a
petition of an AI pilot claim-
ing that the airline was not fol-
lowing safety measures for
Covid-19 while bringing back
Indians stranded abroad.

The High Court had
directed Air India and DGCA
to file affidavits clarifying their

stand and posted the petition
for further hearing on June 2.

The pilot, Deven Kanani,
in his plea claimed that a cir-
cular issued by the
Government of India on
March 23, 2020 laid some
conditions to prevent the
spread of Covid-19 while
bringing back Indians 
stranded abroad due to the
pandemic.

However, the condition
pertaining to keeping the mid-
dle seat between two passen-
gers empty was not being fol-
lowed by the Air India, he said
in the plea.

Continued on Page 2
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Ghaziabad: The Ghaziabad
administration on Monday
sealed its border with Delhi
again in view of the rising cases
of the coronavirus in the dis-
trict, according to an official
order. Essential services includ-
ing doctors, paramedical staff,
police, bank employees and
media personnel are allowed to
move across the two cities
after showing identity cards,
the order stated.
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Shimla: Hamirpur and Solan
districts in Himachal Pradesh
will continue with the coron-
avirus lockdown for a month
after the current nationwide
phase ends on May 31. In
addition, section 144 of the
CrPC, which prohibits gather-
ing of people, will also remain
in force in Shimla district up to
June 30, an official said.
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Kathmandu: Criticising Indian
Army Chief Manoj Mukund
Naravane’s remarks on
Kathmandu acting on “behest
of someone” over the Lipulekh
issue, Nepal Defence Minister
Ishwor Pokhrel has said that the
statement was an insult to the
nation’s history and was made
ignoring its social characteris-
tics and freedom.

“Such a statement is an
insulting statement made by
ignoring Nepal’s history, our
social characteristics and free-
dom. With this, the Indian
CoAS has also hurt the senti-
ments of the Nepali Gurkha
army personnel who lay down
their lives to protect India. It
must now become difficult for
them to stand tall in front of the
Gurkha forces,” Nepal’s
Defence Minister reacted to
Indian Army chief ’s statement
during an interview with a

local daily, The Rising Nepal, on
May 22.

On May 15, General
Naravane had suggested that
Nepal might be raising the
issue of road construction via
Lipulekh to Mansarovar at
“behest of someone else” after
Kathmandu protested against
India’s newly-built road passing
through Lipulekh area.

During a webinar organ-
ised by a think tank, General
Naravane, without naming
China, said on last Friday,
“There is reason to believe
that they might have raised this
issue at the behest of someone
else and that is very much pos-
sible.”

“The road constructed by
the Border Roads Organisation
(BRO) is on the west side of
Kali river. So, I do not know
what exactly they are agitating
about,” he added.

India had made it clear that
there is no dispute over the new
road built in Uttarakhand,
connecting the Lipulekh pass
with Kailash Mansarovar route
in China. But, Nepal had
protested against it and also
deployed a security post near

the area.
“How professional is it for

the head of the Army to make
a political statement? We don’t
have anything like that here.
Nepali Army does not go vocal
on such matter. The Army is
not there to speak,” he said.

“They may have been some
shortcomings in similar talks
held in the past on many occa-
sion and in international
treaties and agreements. As a
close and friendly state of

Nepal, India should give a pos-
itive response. We will put
forth everything in clear terms
in a dialogue. Such a dialogue
will be held not based on mind
matters but with facts and evi-
dences,” the Defence Minister
added.

Last week, Nepali Prime
Minister KP Sharma Oli had
also responded to Naravane’s
comments saying it is “inap-
propriate” to make the Army
speak over border issues in
between two neighbouring
countries.

Earlier this month, the
Indian envoy was also handed
over a diplomatic note by Nepal
after a dispute arose over the
construction of the road lead-
ing to Mansarovar via Lipulek,
a territory claimed by Nepal.

Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh had inaugurated the link
road to Kailash Mansarovar
yatra on May 8. Nepal said it
has “consistently maintained”
that as per the Sugauli Treaty
(1816), “all the territories east
of Kali (Mahakali) river, includ-
ing Limpiyadhura, Kalapani
LipuLekh, belong to Nepal.”

ANI
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New Delhi/London: A
Pakistani man, who was trying
to mobilise Sikhs against India
over Kashmir in England,
attacked the Guru Arjan Dev
shrine in Derby on Monday
morning. He was later identi-
fied and arrested.

As per the statement of the
gurdwara, at around 6 a.m., "an
individual entered the gurd-
wara premises causing thou-
sands of pounds of damage. We
can confirm that no individual
was injured and that the clean-
up process has begun."

The gurdwara described the
vandalisation of the shrine as a
hate crime. The CCTV footages
of the person, copies of which
were accessed by the IANS,
showed smashed glass doors of

the gurdwara, glass shards scat-
tered all over the floor and a man
inside the premises.

The vandal left a hand-
written note in broken English
on a piece of paper in the gur-
dwara, making an appeal to
Sikhs to "help people in
Kashmir". Strangely, besides
scribbling ‘Pak Allah Pak' in a
corner of the paper, he had also
provided a phone number.

Police later identified the
man and arrested him, sources
told IANS.

In its statement, the shrine
authorities said, "This hate
crime or any sort of crime
against a Sikh will never deter
us in our practice of seva (ser-
vice) and simran (prayer). We
will continue the service for the

community with langar and
continue to stream live nitnem
(daily prayers). We will ensure
the safety of all our sevadars
(volunteers) and employees."

The shrine is dedicated to
the fifth of the 10 Sikh gurus
who compiled the first official
edition of the Sikh scripture
‘Adi Granth'.

Attacks on Indians and
Indian-origin people in
London are rampant. Last year
in August, Indians and people
of Indian origin, who had gath-
ered outside the Indian High
Commission in London to cel-
ebrate the 73rd Independence
Day of India, were abused and
pelted with eggs and water
bottles by Pakistan-sponsored
protesters. IANS
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	����������� New Delhi: The Interpol has

placed the Red Corner Notice
against fugitive diamantaire
Nirav Modi's brother Nehal in
public view again, after he
recently lost an appeal against
its issuance by the international
police cooperation body last
year, on the request of Indian
agencies, officials said.

A Belgian citizen, Nehal
Deepak Modi is wanted by the
Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) in a case of alleged fraud
committed by his elder broth-
er, Nirav, in the Punjab National
Bank (PNB), they added.

Nehal Modi's name figured
as the accused number 27 in
the supplementary chargesheet
filed by the CBI, which charged
him for destroying evidence in
Dubai to cover the tracks of the
alleged crime, the officials said.

Based on a request from
Indian agencies, the Interpol

had issued a Red Corner Notice
(RCN) against Nehal Modi
and put it up for public view-
ing to enable gathering of
information about him.

AnN is a request to law-
enforcement agencies world-
wide to locate and provisionally
arrest a person pending extra-
dition, surrender or similar
legal action.

Nehal Modi challenged it
before the Commission for
Control of Interpol's Files
(CCF), an independent body
that ensures that all personal
data processed through
Interpol's channels conforms to
the rules of the organisation.

Any individual can
approach it with a request for
deletion or correction of infor-
mation held in the Interpol
Information System.

Once the request chal-
lenging theN was received

from Nehal Modi last year, the
Interpol hid it from public
glare but kept it alive, only to
be accessible to the law-
enforcement agencies of mem-
ber countries, the officials said.

The CCF had sought clar-
ifications on Nehal Modi's
arguments from the CBI, which
provided a strong counter-
argument against his plea.

After going through the
exhaustive response filed by the
agency, which keenly followed
up the matter, the CCF reject-
ed Nehal Modi's plea recently
and theN was again put in pub-
lic domain, the officials added.

In its chargesheet, the cen-
tral agency has alleged that
Nehal Modi had threatened the
directors of Dubai-based shell
companies, used by Nirav Modi
to show fair businesses, to pre-
vent them from joining investi-
gations. It is alleged that he

forcibly shifted them from
Dubai to Cairo, after destroying
their mobile phones, laptops and
the server to cover the tracks.

These persons, employees
of Nirav Modi Group compa-
nies, were forced to sign certain
documents to show that they
were the real owners of those
companies in Dubai and Hong
Kong, which were shown as
engaged in export and import
with the three accused firms -
- Diamonds R US, Solar
Exports and Stellar Diamond -
- all controlled by Nirav Modi,
the CBI has alleged.

The three companies ben-
efitted from the buyer's credit
obtained from overseas banks
on the strength of Letters of
Undertaking (LoUs) fraudu-
lently issued from Mumbai's
Brady House branch of the
PNB, in connivance with bank
officials. When some of these

directors were questioned by
the CBI, they said gold weigh-
ing approximately 50 kg as well
as the funds lying in the
accounts of dummy companies
in Dubai, amounting to 40
lakh dirhams, were taken away
by the accused persons after fil-
ing of FIRs.

Billionaire jeweller Nirav
Modi, currently in a UK prison,
and his uncle and promoter of
the Gitanjali group, Mehul
Choksi, currently in Antigua,
fled India after allegedly per-
petrating a USD-2 billion bank
fraud on the state-run PNB, the
officials said.

The duo fled the country in
the first week of January 2018,
along with some family mem-
bers, nearly a fortnight before
the PNB detected the fraud --
which is said to be biggest in
the country's banking history,
they added. PTI
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Dubai: A 50-year-old Indian
teacher has died of coron-
avirus in the UAE, according to
a media report.

Anil Kumar, a Hindi
teacher at Sunrise School in
Abu Dhabi, died on Sunday
morning, the Gulf News
reported. Kumar was detected
with COVID-19 on May 7.

In a statement, the Sunrise
School said, "The sad and
shocking demise of Mr Anil
Kumar, a senior Hindi teacher
of Sunrise School on May 24,
has left the entire Sunrise fam-
ily in a pall of gloom.

"The bond that he had
developed over the years, just
as how we have with each fac-
ulty, makes the loss unbearable.
The entire school is shaken and
finds it hard to come to terms
with this most saddening
news," the daily quoted the
statement.

Kumar is survived by his
wife and two children. His
wife Rajini teaches mathemat-
ics at the Sunrise School.

The coronavirus, which
first emerged in China's
Wuhan city in December 

last year, has claimed 245
lives with nearly 30,000 con-
firmed cases in the UAE. The
virus has so far killed over
3,45,000 people across the
world. PTI 

Shimla: The Himachal Pradesh
government has authorised all
district magistrates to extend
the coronavirus lockdown
beyond the current phase end-
ing May 31 and three DMs
issued orders indicating that
the curfew will continue in
their areas for another month.

Hamirpur and Solan dis-
trict magistrate ordered
Monday that the curfew,
imposed two months ago to
enforce the lockdown, will be
extended up to June 30.

In Shimla, the district mag-
istrate issued orders extending
restrictions imposed on March
24 under section 144 of the
CrPC up to June 30. In effect,
this means an extension of the
curfew in this district too.

The separate orders by
Hamirprur and Solan district
magistrates mentioned curfew,
not lockdown. But an extension
of the curfew implies that.

A state government
spokesperson said the Cabinet
took a decision on Saturday to
authorise the district magis-
trates to extend the curfew
imposed under Section 144 of
the CrPC for up to June 30, “if
situation so requires”. PTI
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Dehradun: Thirty-two people
tested positive for Covid-19 in
Uttarakhand on Monday, tak-
ing the total in the state to 349,
officials said here.

The number of active cases
stands at 284, while 58 patients
have been discharged after
recovery so far, a state Health
Department bulletin said.

Of the latest cases, five
were reported from Udham
Singh Nagar, nine each from
Nainital and Haridwar, three
from Pauri Garhwal, two each
from Chamoli and Tehri, and
one case each was detected in
Dehradun and Pithoragarh
districts.

All the new patients had

travelled to the state from out-
side, it said.

According to the bulletin,
four Covid-19 patients have
died in the state but three of
them had other diseases. 

The cause of death of the
fourth patient is not clear yet,
it added. PTI
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New Delhi: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Monday
conveyed Eid-ul-Fitr greetings
to Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al
Nahyan and Bangladesh Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina, and
discussed the situation emerg-
ing out of the coronavirus pan-
demic. "Conveyed Eid-ul-Fitr
greetings to His Highness
@MohamedBinZayed and the
friendly people of UAE," Modi
wrote on Twitter. The Prime
Minister thanked the crown
prince, who is also the deputy
supreme commander of the
UAE Armed Forces, for the
cooperation extended to Indian
citizens in the UAE. PTI
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New Delhi/Sonipat: Delhi BJP
chief Manoj Tiwari on Monday
came under fire from the Aam
Aadmi Party for playing crick-
et in neighbouring Haryana by
crossing the "borders sealed"
due to the Covid and alleged-
ly violating lockdown norms.

Tiwari, however, asserted
he did not break any law. He hit
back at the AAP for raising the
issue to "divert attention" of
media from allegations of cor-
ruption against its MLA
Prakash Jarwal who is currently
behind the bars. PTI

From Page 1
The Chinese control three-

fourth of this lake and has
increased the number of patrol
boats besides troops and heavy
vehicles on the banks of the
river. India has also taken pre-
cautionary measures like
deploying more troops and
regular monitoring of the sit-
uation by senior officers.

Since terrain and weather
are a big challenge with all the
stand-offs at a height of more
than 14,000 feet, India has
already started acclimatisation
of its troops in case more of
them have to be deployed,
sources said. The Daulat Beg
Oldie air field capable of take-
off and landing to giant trans-
port planes is also ready for
flights if need be to induct
additional troops, they added.

Contrary to the perception
that local Chinese comman-
ders aggravated the situation in
Ladakh in the last month at
multiple points in a frontage of
25 to 30 km, sources said the
pattern suggested the orders
came from more senior level.
Realising the gravity of the sit-
uation, sources said India is
also prepared for a long haul to
deter any move by the other
side even as military and diplo-
matic efforts are on to bring
down the temperature at the
LAC.

Moreover, India has
repeatedly rejected China’s
claim of increasing tension
and said the Chinese had
proved to be a hindrance for
the Indian patrols in the
Galwan valley. They also
objected to a strategic 200 km
long road running parallel to
the LAC with India constant-
ly maintaining it is well with-
in its territory.

From Page 1
“Dust and thunderstorms

are likely in several parts of
north India on May 29-30,
bringing the much-needed relief
from the intense heatwave,” the
IMD said. The wind speed is
also likely to be around 50-60
kilometres per hour during this
period, Srivastava said, adding
that this will bring relief from
the intense heat. A western dis-
turbance is a cyclonic storm that
originates in the Mediterranean
Sea and travels across Central
Asia. When it comes in contact
with the Himalayas, it brings
rains to the hills and the plains.
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From Page 1
Bihar reported 112 case for total of 2,686, out

of which 1,940 are active cases with 733 recovery
till date. Two persons died on Monday taking the
State’s death tally to 13. Punjab seems to be arrest-
ing the virus spread as of now with 128 active
patients and 1,913 recovered persons. The State has
witnessed total death tally of 40.

Odisha, which like Bihar is seeing surge in cases
on return of migrant workers, reported 1,023 new
cases on Monday for total count of 1,428. 

Assam traced new 122 patients and Kerala also
reported 49 new cases, followed by 47 patients in
Jammu & Kashmir. Karnataka reported 93 new cases
with 1,431 active patients and 51 recoveries having
a total recovery of 705. As many as 44 persons have
died in Karnataka with two new deaths recorded on
Monday. As on date, 1,695 persons have died in
Maharashtra, followed by 858 in Gujarat, 290 in
Madhya Pradesh, 278 in West Bengal and 276 in
Delhi with total deaths rising to 4,117 across India.
Other States affected highly are Rajasthan with 163
total deaths, followed by Uttar Pradesh with 161 and
Tamil with 119 total deaths as on date.

From Page 1
The revised guidelines

replaced the old ones for
domestic and international
travellers and offer some new
relaxations.

Besides, the Government
has also added mandatory
usage of its COVA App for all
returnees. The instructions
have also mentioned that fre-
quent inter-State travellers like
MP or MLA, salespersons,
doctors, journalists, traders,
executives, engineers, and con-
sultants need not be home-
quarantined.

“Deputy Commissioners
and Sub-Divisional
Magistrates will issue passes to
such people after they under-
take to self-monitor their
health and will inform the
administration of any symp-
toms,” read the orders.

As per the revised rules for

international travellers, people
entering Punjab through air-
port or seaport or landport
will have to hand in a self-dec-
laration with their personal
and health details to the State
and will be screened at their
entry.

“The passengers found to
be symptomatic during
screening will be taken to a
health facility for testing. If
they test positive, they would
be sent to Covid Care Centres.
Asymptomatic passengers and
those testing negative could be
taken into paid institutional
quarantine (Government or
hotel quarantine) on payment
basis and will have to under-
go test on the fifth day,” read
the orders.

It added, “If they test neg-
ative, they can go home at the
end of seven days but will be
asked to home quarantine

themselves and monitor their
own health for a further week.
They will have to submit a
written undertaking about this
to health officials.”

The guidelines stated that
those who test positive will be
taken to a Government isola-
tion facility. Only under excep-
tional circumstances, such as
pregnancy or death of an
immediate family member or
severe mental illness, will a
Deputy Commissioner allow
them to quarantine them-
selves at home. The State
Health Department must be
informed of such cases, the
guidelines added.

In case of domestic trav-
ellers, they will be screened at
the State’s entry points and
those found to have Covid-19
symptoms will be taken to a
health facility for testing. From
there, those who test positive

will be sent to a Covid Care
Centre.

Those found asympto-
matic or testing negative will
be allowed to go home after
submitting an undertaking
that they would quarantine
themselves for 14 days, mon-
itor their own health and
report to the nearest facility if
they show any symptoms for
Covid-19.

Those test positive but are
asymptomatic will be kept in
Covid Care Centres provided
they are below than 60 years
and have no comorbidities.

Those who test positive
and need medical supervi-
sion (those over 60 or show
severe symptoms or have any
associated co-morbidity) will
be moved to Level II or level
III facility depending on their
medical condition, stated the
revised guidelines.
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From Page 1
The first flight on Monday took off from

Delhi for Pune at 4.45 am under strict reg-
ulations recommended by civil aviation
authorities. The first flight from Mumbai was
to Patna at 6.45 am.

It was decided on Sunday that Kolkata
and Bagdogra airports in cyclone-hit West
Bengal will not operate any domestic flight
between May 25 and 27 but will handle 20
flights each daily from May 28. Moreover,
Vijayawada and Vizag airports in Andhra
Pradesh will handle just 20 per cent of their
pre-lockdown flights from May 26.

Mumbai airport, India’s second busiest
airport, will handle only 50 flights daily from
Monday, the Centre said, adding Chennai
airport will see only 25 arrivals per day. There
were no limits set on departures from
Chennai airport. Moreover, Hyderabad in
Telangana will handle just 30 flights every
day from Monday, the government said.

IndiGo president and chief operating
officer Wolfgang Prock-Schauer visited the
Delhi airport to observe operations on
Monday. He said the airline’s operations were
running smoothly and passengers were
feeling relaxed as there was much less air traf-
fic on Monday.

Airlines were jittery in resuming services
as multiple States have put in place separate
norms and conditions for quarantining
passengers arriving there by domestic flights.

With the aviation sector reeling under
severe stress due to the coronavirus-triggered
lockdown that began on March 25, the
Government had last week announced
resumption of domestic flight services from
May 25 under specific rules and guidelines.
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Swarms of locusts entered
some residential areas of

Jaipur on Monday, presenting
the local people with an unusu-
al sight. In Jaipur's Murlipura
and Vidhyadhar Nagar areas,
people beat 'thalis' at the locusts
that had settled on walls and
trees, hoping to make them
move on. 

Locusts normally affect
districts in western Rajasthan
but this time the swarms have
travelled as far as Jaipur city.
The swarms later headed
towards Dausa district. Locust
swarms have been spotted in 17
districts of Uttar Pradesh, 12
districts in Madhya Pradesh,
Punjab and Rajasthan.

“The menace of locust has
spread to 18 districts of
Rajasthan and they are rapid-
ly travelling in search of food,”
Om Prakash, the commission-
er of state agriculture depart-
ment said He said the swarms
were in Nagaur and reached
Jaipur and nearby areas on
Sunday. They were seen in
residential areas of the city on
Monday and then they moved
towards Dausa, Prakash said.

“There is no standing crop
on ground so they are staying

on large trees and moving fast.
Locust control teams conduct-
ed operations by sprinkling
pesticide in Jaipur last night
and today remaining swarms
have moved towards Dausa,” he
said. Centre's Locust Warning
Organisation in Jodhpur and
the state agriculture depart-
ment are working in coordi-
nation to handle the locust
attack issue.

The swarms are travelling
farther and damaging trees as
there are no standing crops for
them to feed on, an official said.

The latest such attack
occurred on April 11 when the
swarms entered from Pakistan
and damaged cotton crops in
Ganganagar to some extent.
The swarms later travelled to

various other districts and have
now crossed Jaipur.

The director of agriculture
department informed that 200
teams are working in the field
to monitor the movement of
locusts and nearly 800 tractor-
mounted sprayers are being
used. He said, fire department
is also involved in the operations
against the locusts. Prakash
said the swarms have covered
almost 54,000 hectare area in
the state this time and contain-
ment operations were conduct-
ed in 40,000 hectare area.

The insects are known to
originate in Arabian Peninsula,
and invade India via Rajasthan-
Pakistan border, just before the
onset of the seasonal monsoon.
They fly throughout the day,
covering a maximum distance
of up to about 150 km/day and
settle down on trees after sun-
set where they remain through-
out the night. They breed rapid-
ly, which makes it difficult to
control them. According to
IMD scientists, their move-
ment is largely aided by the
wind-flow. "The wind around
this time is favourable for them
and also the sandy soil in
Rajasthan, which is conducive
for laying eggs," said senior
scientist from IMD.
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New Delhi: The top 10 hotspot
cities reporting the highest
number of Covid-19 cases in the
country will be covered in a
serosurvey to estimate the
prevalence of community trans-
mission, according to protocols
drafted by the Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR). 

Besides, the survey would
also be conducted in 60 districts
of 21 States and UTs cate-
gorised into four strata — zero,
low, medium and high —
according to the reported Covid
cases per million population, as
per the protocols for commu-
nity-based surveillance pub-
lished in the IJMR (Indian

Journal of Medical Research).
Among the top 10 cities

reporting the maximum num-
ber of cases are Mumbai, Delhi,
Pune, Ahmedabad, Thane,
Indore, Jaipur, Chennai and
Surat. The protocols — titled
‘National sero-surveillance to
monitor the trend of SARS-
CoV-2 infection transmission in
India: Protocol for community-
based surveillance — for carry-
ing out the survey. The ICMR
said in a statement that the
household-level cross-section-
al survey will cover 24,000
adults distributed equally across
four strata of districts — 15 dis-
tricts from each category. PTI
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Indian Railways has run 3,060
“Shramik Special” trains till

Monday across the country
and ferried more than 40 lakh
passengers to their home States.

The Railways following the
order of the Ministry of Home
Affairs regarding movement of
migrant workers, pilgrims,
tourists, students and other
persons stranded at different

places by special trains, Indian
Railways had decided to oper-
ate “Shramik Special” trains
form 1st May 2020.

“A total of 3,060 “Shramik
Special” trains have been oper-
ationalised from various states
across the country. More than
40 lakh passengers have
reached their destinations by
these “Shramik Special” trains,”
he said.

Out of 3,060 special trains,

2,608 trains have been termi-
nated, 453 trains are on run.
On May 24, 237 Shramik
Specials were run moving 3.1
lakh passengers, he said.

These 3060 trains were
originated from various states.
The top five States or UTs from
where maximum trains origi-
nated are Gujarat (853 trains),
Maharashtra (550 trains),
Punjab(333 trains), Uttar
Pradesh (221 trains), Delhi

(181 trains).
Also, these trains were ter-

minated in various States across
the country. The top five states
where maximum trains termi-
nated are Uttar Pradesh, Bihar,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh,
Odisha.

“The rail route congestion
which was being witnessed on
23rd and 24th May, 2020, is
over. The congestion had
occurred due to convergence of
more than two third rail traf-
fic on routes to Bihar and
Uttar Pradesh and late clear-
ance of the terminals due to
health protocols etc that need-
ed to be completed by State
Authorities. The matter has
resolved through active con-
sultation with State
Governments and also finding
other feasible routes for the
journey,” he said.

In addition to Shramik
specials Railways are running
15 pairs of special trains con-
necting New Delhi and plans to
start 200 more time table trains
on 1st June.
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Another staff member of
the All India Institute of

Medical Science (AIIMS) died
from coronavirus on Monday.

The deceased, Hiralal was
working as senior sanitation
supervisor and was posted at
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur OPD in
the AIIMS, a senior AIIMS
doctor said.

“Hiralal was very alert
while discharging his duty in
the hospital. He keeps serving
people without caring for his
life. He used to follow all
norms of hygiene and sanitise
everyone who enters the hos-
pital premises,” he said.

Despite all the precaution
and alertness, he lost the bat-
tle with life- threatening virus.
He was loved equally by all
including nursing staff and
doctors, he said.

His body has been kept in
the AIIMS Trauma centre mor-
tuary and will be handed over
to his family after due proce-
dure.

Earlier, a mess worker had
also died on May 22 from
Covid-19 leading the Resident
Doctors’ Association of All
India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) on Friday
demanded the resignation of
Hostel Superintendent and
senior warden after a mess

worker died of Covid-19.
In a letter addressed to the

Director of AIIMS, the associ-
ation had alleged that hostel
section refused to take pre-
cautionary measures as

demanded by the RDA more
than a month ago. The RDA
also alleged that the hostel
superintendent tried to present
the death as probable cardiac
event in morning review meet-
ing.

Demanding resignation of
both hostel superintendent and
senior warden, RDA said “We
also demand testing of all mess
workers and resident by dili-
gent contact tracing and ensure
such incident does not repeat.
We also demand appointment
of a more receptive and resi-
dent friendly hostel superin-
tendent and senior warden.

RDA also requested the
AIIMS administration to grant

compensation to the grieving
family of the mess worker.

In another letter written to
Director AIIMS, RDA had also
suggested that AIIMS should
adopts more scientific protocol
to ensure safety of patients
and residents.

“We as health care workers
are accepting the increased
risk of acquiring the infection
but not inadvertently trans-
mitting the infection to people
who come in contact with us
for treatment or otherwise.
Shortening the quarantine
duration and denying manda-
tory testing post duty may
derail the battle against pan-
demic,” it had said.
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Similar to the scenes of
Bollywood movies, Delhi

Police has arrested a 27-year
old property dealer who used
to deal in disputed properties
at gunpoint in National Capital.
Police said that the accused is
also previously found involved
in attempt to murder, robbery
and arms act cases registered in
city.

The accused has been iden-
tified as Parvinder Sehrawat, a
resident of Delhi’s Matiala
Extension area.

According to Anto
Alphonse, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Dwarka, on May 24, at
about 4:15 pm when a
patrolling team was near
Dichaon village in the area,
they noticed a person who on
seeing Police he tried to flee.

“The man was nabbed after
a brief chase. On asking for
fleeing, he failed to give any sat-
isfactory reason. During cur-
sory search, police found, one
country made pistol along with
three cartridge was recovered
from the possession of the
man,” said the DCP. 

“During interrogation,
Parvinder told police that he
was also booked in many crim-
inal cases earlier. On checking
of records, it was found that he
is wanted in attempt to murder
case registered at Bindapur
police station,” said the DCP.

“Parvinder was previously
a property dealer and later
started dealing in disputed
properties at gun point. He
started using muscle power to
settle his scores. He also dis-
closed that he was on road to
target any road user for money
as he thought police is busy
with corona related duties and
that is why he was roaming
with firearm and ammunition.
But police team averted the
possible street crime,” said 
the DCP. 
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Monday said

that there have been 3,500 new
corona cases and around 2,500
patients have recovered in the
last week since the relaxations
on the corona lockdown have
been announced. 

He also said that around
2,000 new beds have been
added in 117 private hospitals,
along with 2,500 beds cur-
rently available in the
Government hospitals in Delhi. 

This may be noted that on
Sunday, the Delhi Government
had issued an order that 117
private hospitals of Delhi
should save at least 20 per cent
of their beds for the treatment
of corona patients whereas
currently 2,000 beds available
in Government hospitals and
2500 beds available in private
hospitals in Delhi.

Addressing a digital Press
conference in Delhi, Kejriwal
said, “It has been a week since
some relaxations were given on

May 17 and after a period of
one week, I can say that the sit-
uation is under control and
there is no need to worry. We
had expected a sudden rise in
the number of cases after the
relaxations and the same has
happened, but there is no need
to worry.” “The situation will
get worrisome in two cases,
first, if there is a steady rise in
the death rate, and second if the
cases are so severe that it leads
to the collapsing of our whole
healthcare system. I have been
saying this time and again,
there should be no deaths and
people should recover and go
back to their homes as soon as
possible. It would be a trou-
blesome situation if the num-
ber of severe patients increas-
es to the extent that there is a
non-availability of beds, oxy-
gen, ventilators, and other
healthcare infrastructure.” 

Citing the health bulletin
report, he further said that
there were 13,418 cases in
Delhi till yesterday, out of
which 6,540 cases have recov-

ered and 6,617 are active cases.
There have been 261 deaths. 

He said that for the status
of Covid-19 dedicated hospitals
in Delhi, there are 3,829 beds
in government Covid-19 hos-
pitals, out of which 3,164 beds
have oxygen availability. 

“I stress the term oxygen,
because there is no cure to
Covid-19 currently, and there
is a need to supply oxygen to
severe Covid-19 patients as
their respiratory rate decreas-
es when they become infected.
Only 1478 beds out of 3829

beds are currently occupied.
Around 2500 beds are still
unoccupied. There are 250
ventilators available in the gov-
ernment hospitals, out of which
11 ventilators are being cur-
rently used and around 240
remain unused,” he added.

As per the data, there are
currently 677 beds in private
hospitals, out of which 509 have
been occupied. 

“Most of the new cases of
Covid-19 have mild symptoms
such as a mild fever and cough,
and many of them are asymp-
tomatic. These cases do not
need to be admitted into the
hospitals and are advised to fol-
low home isolation. My team
stays in regular touch with
them and their families for
monitoring their symptoms,”
Kejriwal said.

CM Kejriwal said, “Today,
3314 people are being treated
through home isolation and
around 2000 people are being
treated in the hospitals. We are
also preparing around 1500
beds fully equipped with oxy-

gen facilities in GTB Hospital.
This will lead to a total of 5500
beds available for Corona treat-
ment in Delhi. We are fully pre-
pared to handle the surge in
serious cases of Corona.” 

Announcing the change in
the number of cases in the last
one week since some relax-
ations on Corona lockdown
were given, he  said that there
were 9755 COVID+ve patients
in Delhi as on May 17, and
there are 13418 cases today,
which means that there has
been a rise of around 3500
patients in the last week. 

He said, “Around 2500
patients have also recovered in
the last week, which is a posi-
tive development for Delhi.
Similarly, there were 1750
patients in the hospitals on May
17, and today there are 2000
patients in the hospitals, which
means that the occupancy of
only 250 beds has increased in
the last week.” 

Kejriwal also warned hos-
pitals of serious action in case
they deny treatment to any

Corona positive patient. “A
patient visited the private hos-
pital a few days back because of
some breathing issues, and his
test was conducted two days
later. When the results came
out to be positive, he was
denied treatment in the same
private hospital because he
was found to be Corona posi-
tive. Where will the patient go?
No hospital can deny treatment
to any patient. We have issued
a show-cause notice to the pri-
vate hospital. It is the respon-
sibility of the hospital that if any
patient is found to be positive,
the hospital ambulance should
take the patient to any private
and government hospital to
ensure that he is being treated,”
he said.

Kejriwal said, “There has
been a surge in cases, but the
situation is under control as
most of the cases have mild
symptoms or are asympto-
matic. They are being treated
under home isolation, and
patients in hospitals are also
being taken care of.”
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As the city continues to sim-
mer under the intense heat

with maximum temperature
settling at over 40 degrees
Celsius on Monday, national
Capital’s peak power demand
reached to 5,268 MW on
Saturday which is seasons’
highest.

A senior BSES official said
that peak power demand
clocked 5268 MW which is
marginally more than the 5094
MW recorded last year. “Infact,
this is the first time this month,
Delhi’s peak power demand has
crossed last year’s peak on any
given day.  Peak power demand
in May 2019 was 6461 MW,
recorded on May 31,” he said.

On their part, BRPL and
BYPL successfully met the
peak power demand of 2448
MW and 1227 MW respec-
tively. Last year, Delhi’s peak
power demand had clocked
7409 MW. In BRPL’s area, it was
3211 MW and 1686 MW.

The official said that
arrangements have been firmed
up by BSES discoms to source
adequate electricity to meet the

power demand of over 44 lakhs
consumers. “These arrange-
ments include long term PPAs
and banking arrangements
with other states. In case of
unforeseen contingencies
because of low generation and
outages in power plants, the
discoms will purchase short-
term power from the
exchange,” he said.

“If we compare the peak
power demand of April 2020
with that of May 2020, Delhi’s
peak power demand has
already increased by around
56%.  Peak power demand in
April was 3362 MW and in
May (May 24) 5268 MW,” he
said.

The official further said
that to meet today’s power
challenges and to get a grip on
so many varied and dynamic

variables, BSES uses a mix of
advanced statistical forecasting
models, combined with state-
of-the-art weather forecasting
solutions, including Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and machine
learning.”

Meanwhile, Tata Power
Delhi Distribution (Tata
Power-DDL) successfully met
the peak power demand of
1493 MW on Sunday Night
without any network constraint
and power outage as Delhi
touched season’s high of 5268
MW amidst the ongoing heat
wave.

“This summer season,
Delhi is expected to witness an
increase in demand with each
passing day as everyone accus-
toms to the new normal and
returns back to routine. We
have made adequate arrange-
ments of power of up to 2500
MW along with contingency
planning, through long-term
tie-ups, bilateral imports &
power banking arrangements
with other states, and upgrad-
ed network to ensure regular
supply in our area of distribu-
tion.” said Ganesh Srinivasan,
CEO, Tata PowerDDL.
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A28-year-old woman was
allegedly raped by three,

including a constable in a ban-
quet hall located on Old Delhi-
Gurugram road on Saturday
evening. Police have managed
to arrest one of the accused on
Monday while two other
accused are on the run.

According to police, the
victim informed the control
room about the incident and a
PCR van, headed by a woman
officer, reached there. Based on
the woman’s statement, we
have registered an FIR under
IPC sections of 376 D and 506
at the Palam Vihar police sta-
tion. Also, an accused Ashu has
been arrested,” said Subhash
Bokan, PRO of the Gurugram
Police.

The victim, a native of the
Rewari district has been living
in the Rajiv Chowk area of the
city.

The woman in her com-
plaint stated to the police that
constable Ishaan Yadav was
known to her. On Saturday,
Yadav called her up around
5.30 pm and allegedly asked her
for a long drive.

“Yadav was waiting for me
near my house. When I
reached the car, there were two
other men Ashu and Manoj
Sarpanch, Yadav’s friends, seat-
ed in the rear seat and drink-
ing. On this, she refused to go
with them. But when Yadav
assured her, she sat on the rear
seat with him,” she told the
police.

After travelling some dis-
tance, they started consuming
liquor in the car, the victim
alleged. Yadav allegedly drove
the car towards banquet hall on
Old Delhi-Gurugram road

near the Maruti plant. They
continued to drink and also
forced her to consume liquor,
which she denied, she alleged.

“During this, they started
molesting me. When I object-
ed, at the banquet hall, first
Ishaan molested me and then
Ashu took me inside a room
and raped me, later Ishaan
and Manoj also molested me,”
she claimed in the FIR.

When I started shouting,
the trio thrashed me and also
threatened to kill me. I some-
how managed to escape from
there and reach my home near
Rajiv Chowk,” she said.

A medical test of the
woman confirmed rape. “An
FIR was registered under
Section at Palam Vihar police
station and action will be taken
as per the law. Further probe
into the matter is underway
and the probe team on their
task to catch the rest culprits,”
Boken said.

Also, the Gurugram dis-
trict on Monday reported 13
more coronavirus cases. 

The city now has 284 pos-
itive cases, including 118 still
admitted in different hospitals.
As many as 166 patients have
been cured and discharged
from hospitals.
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Overcoming impediments
due to the coronavirus

pandemic and other issues
during the nationwide lock-
down, procurement of wheat
by Government agencies this
year surpassed last year’s figures
of 341.31 Lakh Metric Tonnes
(LMT) to touch 341.56 LMT as
on May 24. 

According to the ministry
of food and consumer affairs,
the the figure surpasses last
year’s procurement by 25,000
tonnes. Punjab is leading with
125.84 LMT followed by
Madhya Pradesh and Haryana.

Wheat harvesting general-
ly starts towards end of March
and procurement commences
in the first week of April every
year. However, with the impo-
sition of national lockdown on
March 23, all operations came
to a standstill. 

Since the crop was already
ready for harvesting, the cen-
tral government gave relax-
ation to start agricultural and
related activities during the
lockdown period and the pro-
curement could start from
April 15 in most of the
procuring states, officials said.

The ministry said that out
of the 341.56 LMT,  over 125.84
LMT of wheat has been pro-
cured in Punjab, 113.38 LMT
in Madhya Pradesh, 70.65 LMT
in Haryana, 20.39 LMT in
Uttar Pradesh, 10.63 LMT in
Rajasthan, 31,000 tonnes in
Uttarakhand, 21,000 tonnes in
Gujarat, 12,000 tonnes in
Chandigarh and 3,000 tonnes
in Himachal Pradesh.

Highlighting measures
taken for smooth procurement,
the ministry said wheat har-
vesting generally starts towards
the end of March and procure-
ment commences in the first
week of April every year.

However, with the imposi-
tion of the lockdown with
effect from March 24, all oper-
ations came to a standstill.
The crop had ripened by then
and was ready for harvesting.
Considering this, the central
government gave relaxation to
start agricultural and related
activities during the lockdown
period, and the procurement
could start from April 15 in
most of the procuring states.
Haryana started little late on
April 20, it said.

Stating that the biggest chal-
lenge was to ensure that pro-
curement is done in a "safe man-
ner" during the pandemic, the
ministry said this was achieved
through a multi-pronged strat-
egy of awareness creation, social
distancing and deployment of
technology.  The number of pur-
chase centres was increased
substantially reducing the farmer
footfalls in individual purchase
centres. New centres were set up
using every facility available at
gram panchayat level and the
numbers were increased sharply
in the major procuring states like
Punjab where it went up from
1,836 to 3,681, 599 to 1,800 in
Haryana and from 3,545 to
4,494 in Madhya Pradesh, it said.

Using technology, farmers
were provided specific dates
and slots to bring their produce
which helped in avoiding over-
crowding. Strict social distanc-
ing norms were followed and
sanitisation activities were
undertaken regularly, it said.  In
Punjab, every farmer was allot-
ted specific spaces earmarked for
dumping of stocks and no one
else was allowed to enter those
areas. Only people who were
directly associated were allowed
to be present during daily auc-
tions.  In addition to the threat
of spread of virus, the ministry
said procuring agencies faced
three major challenges.
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The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) said on

Monday the heatwave is likely
to start subsiding from
Thursday as easterly winds will
start blowing in northern parts
of the country. The IMD has
cautioned people not to step out
during 1-5 pm due to intense
heatwave. 

The highest day tempera-
ture in Rajasthan on Monday
was recorded in Churu at 47.5
degrees Celsius, while
Allahabad was the hottest place
in Uttar Pradesh at 46.3 degrees
Celsius. It had on Sunday
sounded a red category alert for
Delhi, Haryana, Punjab, west
and east Rajasthan for heatwave
or severe heatwaves.

Kuldeep Srivastava, the
head of IMD's Regional
Meteorological Centre, said the

red warning has been issued to
caution people not to step out
during 1- 5 pm, when the inten-
sity of the heat is the most. “Dust
and thunder storms are likely in
several parts of north India on
May 29-30, bringing the much-
needed relief from the intense
heatwave,”the IMD said. The
wind speed is also likely to be
around 50-60 kilometres per
hour during this period,
Srivastava said, adding that this
will bring relief from the intense
heat. A western disturbance is
a cyclonic storm that origi-
nates in the Mediterranean Sea
and travels across Central Asia.
When it comes in contact with

the Himalayas, it brings rains to
the hills and the plains.

"Heatwave will prevail in
many places and severe heat-
wave in isolated places. Mainly
clear sky with strong surface
winds (20-20 kilometres per
hour)," the IMD forecast said.
IMD’s bulletin said that heat-
wave conditions were also like-
ly over Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, Vidarbha and
Telangana during the next four
to five days. Similar conditions
were predicted in some pockets
over Chhattisgarh, Odisha,
Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Marathwada, coastal Andhra
Pradesh, Yanam, Rayalseema
and north-interior Karnataka
during next three to four days.
A red category alert implies
authorities should take action to
avoid health emergencies.

Meanwhile, Rajendra
Kumar Jenamani, head of

Regional Specialised
Meteorological Centre said that
India has seen the highest tem-
perature of this year (47.6
degrees Celsius) in the last 2
days. The heatwave will start
subsiding from May 28 as east-
erly winds will start blowing in
northern parts of the country,
he added. 

“Rains accompanied by
thunderstorms will start occur-
ring from May 29 due to east-
erly winds in the northern parts
of India and the temperature is
expected to go down to 40
degrees Celsius,” Jenamani said.

Rajendra Kumar Jenamani
also said that the southwest
monsoon is likely to hit Kerala
next week.“The southwest mon-
soon is expected to arrive over
Kerala coast between June 1 and
June 5 and is likely to reach
Mumbai between June 15 and
June 20,” Jenamani said.
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The CRPF is working on a
proposal to provide WiFi

facility at quarantine centres
and Covid Care Centres to
enhance mental peace and
induce positive sentiment
amongst the inmates through
access to Internet.

Motivational videos by
prominent speakers are also
being worked out to overcome
depression. Prominent per-
sonalities are being reached out
to deliver motivational talks,
which can be seen and heard by
patients.

The diet charts of the quar-
antined personnel are also
being proposed to include
sprouts, Golden milk (turmer-
ic milk) dry fruits and
Chyawanprash.

The Covid positive
patients and quarantined offi-
cers/men were already pro-
vided electric kettles, sugar
cubes, hone, ginger and tea
bags for consumption.

The suggestions were made
at a meeting chaired by CRPF
Director General AP
Maheshwari earlier this month
to review the arrangements
made at these centres to check
the spread of the Covid-19 and
the preparedness to break the
chain of spread of the pan-
demic among the ranks across
the country.  

The meeting was held in

the backdrop of the entire 31
Battalion being quarantined
hereafter significant afflictions
to the disease by the paramil-
itary personnel.

Adequate financial powers
have been granted to the Unit
Commandants to procure
masks, hand gloves and PPE
kits but instances were dis-
cussed in the meeting where-
in procurement of such items

were not sufficient and as per
qualitative requirements.
Following this revelation, direc-
tions were issued to scrupu-
lously follow the guidelines of
the Union Health Ministry
and the Inspectors General
were asked to conduct random
check of quality of these items
so that there is no compromise
with quality.

All Sector Inspector
Generals have also been direct-
ed to ensure that there are suf-
ficient Covid-19equipment like
PPE kits, masks, hand gloves
and sanitisers available at their
units and hospitals at all estab-
lishments under them.

Till now, the CRPF has
recorded 363 Covid-19 positive
cases which includes two casu-
alties due to the infection. Out
of the 363, as many as 220
patients have recovered and
there are 141 active cases in the
paramilitary. On Monday, four
new coronavirus patients were
reported from the CRPF ranks
in the national capital.
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The Government on Monday
decided to send Central

teams to West Bengal to assess
the situation in Cyclone
Amphan-hit areas and the loss-
es incurred. The Centre has
already released �1,000 crore to
the Mamata Banerjee dispen-
sation, as announced by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, for
carrying out relief, restoration
and rehabilitation measures.

The National Crisis
Management Committee
(NCMC) met here under
Cabinet Secretary Rajiv Gauba

and monitored the ongoing
relief and restoration of power
and telecom services at the
cyclone Amphan-hit places.     

“As announced by Prime
Minister after his aerial survey
and review of relief efforts with
the West Bengal Government, a
sum of �1,000 crores has already

been released to the State gov-
ernment. “Chief Secretary West
Bengal thanked the Centre for
the support provided for relief
and restoration.  Restoration of
Power and Telecommunication
infrastructure was stated to be a
priority in the Cyclone-affected
areas of the State. While Telecom

connectivity has been restored in
most areas, damages to the local
Power distribution network has
affected the restoration of com-
plete supply in some
areas.Central agencies are
deployed in these efforts along-
with teams from neighbouring
states. Meanwhile, Army has
been deployed in Kolkata, to
help in carry out road clearances
alongwith teams of NDRF and
SDRF,” the Ministry of Home
Affairs said in a statement.

Continuing with the coor-
dination efforts and restoration
measures in the areas of West
Bengal affected by "Amphan",

the NCMC met for the fifth
time in connection with the
natural calamity. Taking note of
the progress made in the
restoration work, the cabinet
secretary advised that complete
power connectivity, telecom
service and drinking water
supplies need to be restored on
a priority basis.

The central agencies are
ready to provide any further
assistance that may be required
by the state. Adequate stocks of
foodgrains have been kept
ready for supply. The cabinet
secretary also suggested that
the West Bengal government

may indicate its additional
requirements, if any, and direct-
ed officers of central ministries
and agencies to work in close
coordination with the state
government to provide all
required assistance expedi-
tiously. The West Bengal chief
secretary participated in the
NCMC meeting through
video-conference. Senior offi-
cers from the ministries of
Home Affairs, Power,
Telecommunications, Food and
Public Distribution, Health,
Drinking Water and Sanitation,
NDMA and NDRF also attend-
ed the meeting. 
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As part of its new outreach
programme, the Congress

is working towards tapping on
the migrant workforce, partic-
ularly in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar,
Jharkhand and Madhya
Pradesh, to revive its fortunes
in the Hindi heartland. 

AICC sources said the top
leadership of the party last
week conducted a video con-
ference meeting of the State
unit leaders to work in this
direction and engage the party
workers and volunteers to
extend all possible help to the
migrants and labourers and
turn the economic miseries
faced by the poor amidst the
two-month lockdown as an
opportunity for the grand old
party to restore faith and con-
fidence in them. As per the
Home Ministry records, there
are a total of about four crore
migrant workers across the
country. 

The meeting chaired by
AICC General Secretary KC
Venugopal with PCC chiefs of
about 18 States that has large
number migrant workers
resolved for an towards an
action-plan to extend assis-
tance to the migrants who

were on move on roads to
reach their destination.
Venugopal alongwith Rajeev
Sarav, in-charge for coordi-
nating Covid-19 lockdown
relief works and Praveen
Chakravarti, AICC technology
and data cell chairman and
Rohan Gupta, AICC social
media cell chairman have been
tasked by the leaders to devis-
ing a strategy to tap on the
migrants class. 

In this effort, the party has
also launched a Congress
helpline services and chatbot
named 'Congress Mitr' in each
States where migrant workers
are being encouraged to reach
out to the party for any kind of
assistance.

To accomodate within
their database, the grand old
party is seeking all details like
name and contact details of the
migrants, their place of domi-
cile, members in family etc . 

When contacted, AICC
data department chairman
Praveen Chakravarty told ET:
“A helpline for each state was
set up by the respective PCCs.
A very simple local language
chatbot was developed by
Manish Khanduri in
Uttarakhand to get basic infor-
mation from migrants. 

In UP this was launched as

UP Mitra by party general
secretary Priyanka Gandhi.

The party is also making
full use of social media which
it claims now that the Gandhi
scion is now in the list of top
10 Indian leaders with more
than 14 million followers on
Twitter and this was increased
between the period of last
general elections till date.

A dedicated workforce of
Rahul Priyanka Gandhi Sena
(RPGS) has been active during
the lockdown period and
reaching out to people like
migrants, poor, jobless and
meeting their requirements. 

"In coordination with the
Delhi Congress unit, our vol-
unteers have been extending all
possible help to the affected
people during the lockdown
period. While we gave the
migrants tickets, transport and
medical facility, our workers
also shared cash amounts to the
needy who may need it during
the travel period. All this is on
humanitarian ground and
nothing political should be
read in it. Am proud the
Congress is working on its
legacy of welfare to all sections
of society," said Arjun Puri,
Spokesman, Rahul Priyanka
Gandhi Sena.

AICC sources said while

all other Congress frontline
wings like, Sewa Dal, Mahila
Congress etc got defunct 
over the period due to 
decimating party cadre, offlate
the new wing of dedicated
and smart young workers in
RPGS have taken the respon-
sibility of boosting the fortune

of the party. 
In few months of its for-

mation with an aim to resur-
rect the party cadre at grass
root level, Puri claimed that
over one crore members have
registered and the figures of
volunteers joining is increasing
day by day. 

"During the lockdown
period the organisation saw a
huge jump in membership,"
claimed Puri. He thanked that
the new outfit has been getting
all support from party's other
frontline organisation like
NSUI and Indian Youth
Congress.
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The Central Warehousing Corporation
(CWC), a PSU, which also offers pest con-

trol services besides storage and handling, is busy
making its contribution in the fight against
Covid-19.

Its technical staff comprising 700 personnel
are working round the clock, majorly engaged
in disinfecting the domestic and international
flights every time its takes off as well as PSU
offices and airports and hospitals to keep the
Covid-19 at bay.

A senior official at the CWC, an organisa-
tion under the Union Consumer Affairs Ministry
said that they are regularly getting calls for dis-
infections on daily basis and they have to keep
a slot for every organisations depending on the
emergency as well as the staff availability.

And as the domestic flight operations have
resumed in the country, their major focus is on
disinfecting and sanitising terminal building of
the Airports in cities. The Corporation has core
competency in executing these kind of operations.

“We are following the protocol prepared by
the Union Health Ministry. We ensure that our
staff has proper PPE kits and all necessary pre-
cautions are adopted so that they do not get
infected with the virus while carrying out their
routine job,” said the official.

As Covid-19 pandemic has swept the world
as also India, the CWC’s staff for the first time
since the organisation’s inception in 1957 is now
focussed more on combating Coronavirus infec-
tion than what it was previously ie termite treat-
ment, rodent, mosquitoes, flies, termites, rodents,
weed control, etc.

It has a range of clients of which prominent
locations are ministries, PSUs, State/Central
Government. offices, railway station and coach,
workshop, ships, container, national museum,
science center, aircraft, hanger, airlines, airports
of Airport Authority of India, AIIMS, hospitals,
banks, Universities, MSTC, HAL, HCL, GAIL,
RBI, UTI among others.

“To keep an edge over the private operators,
we are also providing corona disinfection services
in residential area at an economical rate,” said the
official as in light of the Covid-19 Pandemic, the
importance of disinfection against communicable
disease and vector/pest control has become an
urgency.

He explained that disinfection services
should be taken from the trained operator. As
per the Insecticide Act1968, the accreditation &
PCS license is a must for disinfestation works.

The recommended frequency of disinfection
may be daily or thrice or twice a week, as per the
Communicable Disease & Control guidelines, the
official added.
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Ringing alarm bell amid
India's move to ease lock-

down norms, a new study by
the Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) has recon-
firmed that coronavirus has
higher transmission rate, as
high as 65 per cent  among close
contacts, as was found  on the
cluster of 23 Italian tourists who
visited India in March 2020.

In fact, the attack rate of the
virus was higher at 65.4 per
cent amongst close contacts of
23 Italian tourist group than
that of those at the Diamond
Princess Cruise Ship which
was 19.2 per cent and in the
Grand Princess Cruise Ship,
which was 16.6 per cent.

The study outcome can be
the indicator for the rising
number of new positive cases
in the country each passing day
as migration of labours and
travellers begins at a large
number. The Covid-19  tally
has touched over 1.30 lakhs and
if study outcome is taken into
consideration, then India could
see huge growth in the number
of Covid-19 cases in the near
future.

For this reason, experts
have been  calling for public
health measures such as phys-

ical distancing, personal
hygiene and infection control
measures as necessary habits to
prevent the spread of the virus.

The ICMR scientists said
that "Our study cluster showed
a higher attack rate than that
reported in existing literature
such as in Diamond Princess
Cruise ship (19.2 per cent) and
in Grand Princess Cruise ship
(16.6 per cent) 13. This may be
due to the closed environ-
ment, high and persistent expo-
sure to index case during their
tour travel (average of six hours
daily for eight days).”

From the group of 23
Italian tourists who reached
New Delhi on February 21,
along with three Indians who
visited several tourist places in
Rajasthan, 17 had tested posi-
tive for SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tion by March 3, 2020.

"Of these 17 patients, nine
were symptomatic, while eight
did not show any symptoms.
Of the nine who developed
symptoms, six were mild, 
one was severe and two were
critically ill. The median 
duration between the day 
of confirmation for Covid-19
and RT-PCR negativity was 
18 days (range: 12-23 days).
Two patients died with a case
fatality of 11.8 per cent," as per

the study.
The index patient, 69-year-

old man, a resident of
Lombardy Province, Italy and
family physician by profession
developed fever, cough and
difficulty in breathing on
February 23. On arriving at
Jaipur on February 28, 2020 he
first saw a private healthcare
provider and then visited a pri-
vate hospital from where he
was referred to the SMS
Medical College, Jaipur, for
Covid-19 test. When he tested
positive he was isolated, his
wife (70), who did not have any
symptoms also tested positive.

The remaining 24 members
of the group (21 Italians and 3
Indians) returned to Delhi on
March 2 by the same coach and
were quarantined. All the 24
individuals were initially
asymptomatic. Their throat and
nasal swabs were collected on
March 3. Fifteen persons
(including 14 Italian tourists
and one Indian) tested positive
and were isolated. Of the 17
patients, nine (52.9 per cent)
had or developed symptoms,
whereas eight (47.1 per cent)
did not show any symptoms.

The ICMR stated that the
epidemiological investigation
of this cluster of 17 cases was
consistent with person-to-per-

son transmission. The ICMR
also pointed out at two possi-
ble conclusions of transmission
of Covid-19 in this cluster -
"First, the index patient could
have been infected during his
medical practice in Italy and
later transmitted the infection
to his co-tourists. According to
the WHO, there were only
three Covid-19 cases reported
from Italy on February 21, but
by February 28, Italy had 888
cases including 21 deaths due
to SARS-CoV-2.

The ICMR added, "Most
cases had occurred in the
Lombardy and Veneto regions
of Northern Italy with local
transmission being the main
source of SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tions.

“Second, the tourists could
have individually picked up the
infection from Italy before
starting their trip to India.
The first scenario appears
mostly likely, considering the
duration of onset of symptoms
(12 days since their arrival in
India except for the index
case), the duration of viral
clearance being more than 14
days in other tourists and no
history of contact or exposure
to any suspected or confirmed
Covid-19 positive patients in
Italy," said the study.
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New Delhi: India and Israel on
Monday discussed joint
research and development on
big data and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) technology.

The discussion was a part
of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and his Israeli counter-
part's vision for wide-ranging
scientific cooperation between
the two countries.

"Defence Research
Development Organisation,
Council of ScientificIndustrial
Research held discussions 
with Head of Israel's
Directorate of RD, Israel's
Ambassador Ron MalkaIndia's
Ambassador Sanjeev Singla
about high-level scientific
cooperation to address
COVID-19," the Israel
Embassy here said on Twitter.

Modi and Netanyahu had
held discussions on the novel
coronavirus outbreak and its
possible impact on the supply
lines in Israel in March. Agency
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New Delhi: Contributing
towards the nation’s fight
against COVID-19, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
has distributed 19.28 crore
food packets among the needy
across the country.

As per the official data by
the party, it has distributed
19.28 crore food packets to
people till May 23 as against
the target of providing food
packets to five crore people.

The BJP has also distrib-
uted 5.2 crore face covers
against the target of five crores,
the data states.

Besides this, as many as
4.86 crore ration kits have

been distributed by the party
to the needy. After the lock-
down was announced in
March, BJP President Jagat
Prakash Nadda had instructed
party workers to provide food
packets to five crore needy
people.

Moreover, 8.23 lakh party
workers are also engaged in
helping those affected by the
lockdown imposed as a pre-
cautionary measure to contain
the spread of COVID-19.

The party has also made
specialised groups to help
selected category of people.
After the third phase of lock-
down, more BJP workers were

asked to help at the grassroots
level.

Currently, there are many
groups which are working on
the direction of the party chief.
As many as 4.48 lakh party
cadres are especially deployed
to provide service to the old
and sick people.

In addition, BJP is con-
ducting a programme to thank
corona warriors and people.
The party is collecting signa-
tures of common people to
thank the medical workers
and others fighting against
COVID-19. As many as 12.87
lakh workers are engaged in
this exercise. Agency
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Till Monday evening, a total of 17, 082 per-
sons were tested positive for coronavirus in

Tamil Nadu since the pandemic broke out in
mid-January, according to Dr Vijaya Basker,
Minister for health. Addressing the media, the
Minister said 805 persons were tested positive
for the pandemic on Monday alone, the high-
est number to be tested positive in a single day.

But the hike in the number of covid -19 cases
in Tamil Nadu were aggravated by the arrival
of positive cases from other States, particular-
ly Maharashtra, said Dr Baskar. He said the 712
persons tested positive on Monday include 87
who reached the State from Maharashtra. Out
of the 712 persons tested on Monday, Chennai
accounted for 549 cases.

While releasing the details of the coronavirus
status of Tamil Nadu , the Minister said the State
has recorded the highest number of tests car-
ried out all over the country. “ A total of 4,21,
480 persons have been tested in Tamil Nadu till
Monday. We have 68 laboratories functioning
24X7 all over the State. The WHO has con-
gratulated the State for the maximum number

of tests carried out and has asked us to contin-
ue the testing with the same vigor,” said Dr
Baskar.

Seven persons died on Monday in various
hospitals in the State, taking the total number
of fatalities to 118. The day saw 407 persons
cured of the disease getting discharged from the
hospitals, taking the total number of dis-
charged persons till date to 8,731.

Chief Minister Edappadi Palaniswamy has
convened a high power meeting on Tuesday to
discuss the new situation arising out of the hike
in the number of patients tested positive in the
State. 

Eminent physicians including Dr CV
Krishnaswamy and Dr Kulandaiswamy told The
Pioneer that there was nothing to be scared about
the hike in the number of coronavirus cases. 

“The Government has undertaken an
aggressive testing procedure and it is paying off.
In another couple of weeks, the spread of the
pandemic will subside,” said Dr Krishnaswamy,
leader of the medical team that has developed
an Ayurvedic drug to fight corona which is yet
to be considered by the ministry of Ayush for
clinical trials.
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The day after the subdued
celebrations of Ramzan, 49

persons tested positive for
coronavirus in Kerala. A release
issued by the Government of
Kerala said that the number of
hotspots in the State rose to 59.
The new hotspots include
Pinarayi, the native town of
Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan
in Kannur district.

As on Monday, there are
359 persons undergoing treat-
ment in various hospitals in the
State. Kasaragod topped the list
of districts with highest num-
ber of patients. There were 14
new cases reported from the
northern most district of
Kerala.

What is of interest is the

news that out of the 49 persons
tested positive on Monday, 43
were those who reached the
State after the relaxation of the
lockdown laws. While 18 per-
sons were expatriates who
reached the State following the
Vande Bharat Mission, 25 were
those who returned from other
States in the country.

Another cause of concern
for the authorities is the pub-
lic examination for SSLC and
Plus Two class students in the
State numbering 13 lakhs. 

The hotspots host many
examination centres and this
has put the health of thousands
of students at stake. More than
99,000,00 persons are under
observation in Kerala.

Hundreds of migrant
workers in Pathanamthitta laid
siege to the district committee
of the CPI(M) on Monday
demanding travelling facilities
to return to their home States.
“We do not have work and
hence we are not getting paid.
No food is being supplied by
the administration and we are
in real trouble.

The Government should
make arrangements for sending
us back to our States,” said
many workers while speaking
to  channel reporters. Later, the
police drove them off as part of
enforcing the social distance
norms and wearing face masks.
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If the recent statements made
by senior DMK leaders are

any indication, party cadre
could not be blamed for think-
ing that the principal
Opposition party in Tamil
Nadu is squandering away
whatever goodwill late M
Karunanidhi and party chief  M
K Stalin commands among the
electorate.

Last Friday saw R S Bharati,
MP and organising secretary of
the party being arrested under
the charges of Scheduled
Caste/Scheduled Tribe
(Prevention of Atrocities) Act
1989 for a speech he delivered
in February during a party
meeting held at Chennai. The
complainant, leader of an out-
fit for Scheduled
Caste/Scheduled Tribe charged
that Bharati, a popular leader
who is engaged in a series of
legal battles against the alleged
corrupt practices of the
AIADMK, humiliated the

Dalits in the State using filthy
languages. The Egmore
Magistrate court granted him
bail till June 1.

Even before the ink on the
bail order could dry up, anoth-
er case is coming up against the
youthful Dayanidhi Maran MP,
nephew of Stalin, for his out-
burst against the Chief
Secretary of the State. 

Maran who led a delegation
of DMK MPs to the secretari-
at last week to mee K
Shanmugham, the soft-spoken
Chief Secrtetary, alleged that
that latter treated him and
members of the delegation as if
they were Dalits. 

A case in this regard has
been filed by leaders of Dalit
outfits which is expected to
trouble the DMK leadership in
months to come.

“This has resulted in the
alienation of Dalit community
from the principal Opposition
party,” said Kolahala Srenivaas,
popular author and political
commentator. “The DMK

which had consolidated  the
Muslim votes with its agitation
against the Citizenship
Amendment Act is losing the
support of the Dalits because of
the outbursts by leaders like
Bharati and Maran. The next
one year is highly critical for the
DMK because the assembly
election is scheduled to take
place during April-May 2021,”
said Srenivaas.

VP Doraisamy, former
deputy speaker (2006 to 2011)
and Deputy General Secretary
of the DMK, a prominent Dalit
face of the party joined the BJP
last week causing a major
embarrassment to Stalin. But K
A Johny, a DMK watcher and
author is of the view that the
AIADMK had failed miserably
on all counts and the DMK is
in a strong wicket. “The
AIADMK leadership knows
well that they do not stand a
chance against the DMK and
that is the reason for the arrest
of Bharati on silly charges,” said
Johny. 
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With two more deaths due
to novel coronavirus,

Agra's death toll due to the dis-
ease has risen to 33, even as the
city has recorded a steady
decline in the number of new
cases in the past 10 days.

Six new cases till late
Sunday evening took the total
tally to 857, of which 747
patients have recovered. The
latest casualties due to coron-
avirus were reported on
Sunday.

The number of samples
taken for testing in the city has
gone up to 12,027.

Meanwhile, the district
administration has again
allowed the use of mobile
phones in isolation wards and
Covid-19 hospitals following
protests over the move, but
only after recording details in
a separate register.

District officials also said
that the number of migrant
workers wishing to travel back
to their native states 
had now reduced to a trickle,
and just a few hundred
remained at the Agra ISBT to
be transported out of the 
city.

In 10 days, more than
15,000 workers from other
states have been ferried back.
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Afather battered his five-
year-old and 2-year-old

daughters to death merely
because they were creating a
noise. The residents of the vil-
lage are so distressed at the
incident that most of them did
not celebrate Eid on Monday.

The incident took place in
Banethu village in Sant Kabir
Nagar on Sunday night. The
accused has been arrested
while the bodies have been
sent for post mortem.

According to the police
spokesperson, 35-year-old
Zainul Abdeen had divorced
his wife Shahida one and a half
years ago but his daughters
Mosiba, 5, and Alsiba, 2, were
staying with him.

“On Sunday night, the
girls were playing in the house
and making noise which
angered the father. Zainul
picked up a brick lying near-
by and 
smashed the girls' heads till
they died. The police reached
the house on receiving infor-
mation and Zainul has been
arrested,” the police
spokesman said.
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“Water, water everywhere,
and all the boards dis shrink;
water, water everywhere, nor a
drop to drink …” --- Coleridge

Nowhere is the ferocity of
nature more palpable than

these water-logged boondocks
of North and South 24
Parganas nestled in the belly of
Sunderbans, crisscrossed by a
maze of more than a hundred
big and small rivers that empty
in the turbulent Bay of Bengal.

Five days have elapsed
since super cyclone Amphan
tore down these southern tips
of Bengal formed out of a
multitude of river-islands but
there is no sprout of hope for
the hapless millions who lost all
their possessions to the rage of
the twister.  “We had a thatched
house and some 5 bighas of
land that would fetch us food
for a good part of the year. But
now we have nothing left. The
house has gone…” Sandhya
Ram says pointing at a thatched
structure partially visible from
a sea of water around.

“This is our land but it is
filled with brackish river water
which has now rendered the
land uncultivable for the next
4-5 years,” says Hiren Das a
neighbor even as one looks
around to find a vast expanse
of water hardly decipherable
from the Raimangal river more
than a mile wide.

“In the night of storm the
embankment was breached

and the river gushed in,” says
he. River surfaces in a large part
of this region are often higher
than the lands, which need to
be protected by bunds, locals
say adding when cyclones
come some of these embank-
ments get breached inundating
large parts of area.

“This was unprecedented”
says Soma Das from North
Rangaberia village. “Even dur-
ing Aila and Bulbul we experi-
enced large-scale damage but
not like this. Now we have to
bring drinking water from 15
km away…” she says.

She has the luxury of secu-
rity in her partially pucca house
--- that stands like an island
itself --- where about two dozen
villagers have crammed for
shelter throwing all norms of
social distancing to the winds.

Santosh Mandal from
Gosaba in the South 24
Parganas, which stands at con-
fluence of Matla and
Raimangal rivers both more
than a mile broad has been
passing his nights on a boat as
all his house other belongings
have either been washed away
or are in waist-deep water.

A fisherman by profession
he says, “This boat is my life-
line … my house and will con-
tinue to be so for coming 5-6
months most. My wife and I
have been living here since May
21, a day after the storm robbed
us of all we had.”

He can still move up on the
embankment that separates
the mighty Matla and his vil-

lage but “you never know in the
night you may become a prey
for the tiger or the crocodile,”
he says adding there were 500
houses in the area and “noth-
ing remains.”

Incidentally the infamous
“village of widows” is situated
in the Gosaba block. In that vil-
lage there is not a single house
from where one person has not
been taken away by the dread-
ed Royal Bengal Tiger. 

At a village near Basanti,
another block in the South 24
Parganas Biswas Naskar says
“for the past five days we have
been surviving on water and
dead fish floating here and
there. Many of them too are,
“living in boats with a fear that
during the low tide in night
when we are asleep” they can be
sucked into the mouth of the
sea.” Still “we have nothing to
do because we are poor people.

“We had repeatedly
requested the irrigation depart-
ment people to reinforce the
embankments ahead of the
storm but they said that it was
all right. And when the banks

burst inevitable happened…
This is the same story hap-
pening for years and no one lis-
tens to us…” says an elderly
person refusing to reveal his
name.

“We are not allowed to vote
which is conducted by the
panchayat members’ men. So
they don’t need to cater to our
needs… Why does not the
government bundle us on a
ship and throw us in the sea!”

On whether they have
received enough relief, comes
a mixed reply. “Relief has been
sent to some areas where you
can reach by vehicles. But what
about the areas where you
have no communication save
boats? Even the rescue parties
have a fear for their lives,” says
Partiosh Haldar.

“Most of the people were
taken to the rescue shelters a
day ahead of the storm. But
how long can we live there
without doing nothing? What
will happen to our lands which
will lose fertility for 4-5 years.
Why don’t the Government
erect high, strong, pucca,

embankments like they have
done across the river,” points
Haroon a local pointing at a
speeding motorbike across the
river in Bangladesh.  Cut to
Raidghi another village where
you suddenly stumble upon a
former minister Kanti Ganguli
of the Left era. “This district
can give you a gold mine of
agriculture provided they come
out with a plan to construct

embankments --- a few hun-
dred mile long covering the
numerous river islands.

After the 72-year-olf rush-
es out on a motorbike to
inspect interior villages a local
reminisces how “this man dur-
ing when he was a Minister
worked with us hand-in-hand
to repair a breached bund cut-
ting and carrying on his head
loads of earth.”
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Even five days after Amphan
hit Kolkata literally raising

parts of the city to ground
power supply remained cut in
many parts from Behala the
south-eastern parts of the city
to Santoshpur area leading
people from housing com-
plexes to descend on the streets
demanding immediate restora-
tion of power supply.

“We don’t have power and
water for the past five days. We
have patients in many houses.
We have to preserve insulin
and other medicines in our
refrigerators and here the
Calcutta Electric Supply
Corporation and the admin-
istration has failed to restore
power supply,” said women at
Prince Anwar Shah Road in
South Kolkata even as the
blockaded the boulevard. 

Thousands of trees were
uprooted in large parts of the
metro city taking along with
them power lines and cable
connection.

Even as the Government
looked helpless --- with Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Sunday telling the opposition
to “cut my head if by doing that
you can bring things back to
normal” --- situation remained
unchanged leading even a
senior State Minister to attack
the Kolkata Corporation won-
dering why adequate 
measures were not taken to
ensure quick restoration of
services.

“Reports of Amphan was
given days in advance but
why the people in charge of
things failed to arrange ade-
quate amount of manpower
and instruments to handle the
situation?” he asked. 
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As many as 47 f lights
belonging to seven air-

lines flew in and out of the
Mumbai airport catering to
4,852 passengers, as the Civil
Aviation Ministry resumed
flight operations on Monday,
nearly two months after the
Government resorted to lock-
down in phases to combat
Coronavirus  across the coun-
try.

As against the permission
given for the operation of 25
flights to and from the Mumbai
airport, the Chhatrapati Shivaji
Maharaj International Airport
(CSMIA)—managed by GVK-
Mumbai International Airport
Pvt Ltd (MIAL) – operated 47
flights involving seven airlines
which collectively catered to 14
sectors    

“Together, the seven air-
lines catered to a total of 4,852
passengers which include 3,752
passengers at departures and
1,100 at arrivals today. The
highest passenger load capac-
ity was seen on the Delhi route
departing out of the Mumbai
airport,” a CSMIA spokesper-
son said. “All the arriving pas-
sengers are being stamped on
their left hand for identification
and will have to compulsory
undergo home isolation for
the period of 7 days as per the
protocol by the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation
(BMC),” the CSMIA
spokesperson said.    

According to the
spokesperson, passengers who
are coming in for a short dura-
tion and have planned for a
return or onward journey, will
have to share the details of the
same and will be exempted

from the isolation.
“The airport has created

temporary isolation centres in
case if any passenger shows
symptoms of the deadly virus
during the screening process.
Sanitization and fumigation
are being constantly conduct-
ed at the airport to curb the
spread of the virus.  We are lay-
ing special emphasis on the
need for passengers to wear
masks and allowing passengers
to carry 350ml hand sanitiser,”
the spokesperson said.

Additionally, CSMIA has
stationed hand sanitizers at all
the touch-points at the airport
“We are encouraging passen-
gers to web check-in from the
safety of their homes.  We
would also want passengers to
check the status of their flights
prior to arriving at the airport,”
the spokesperson said.

Meanwhile, the CSMIA
has advised all the passengers
are advised to download the
Aarogya Setu app on their
mobile devices and to submit
a self-declaration form upon
their arrival at the airport.
“Passengers will be allowed to
deboard or board in a staggered
manner so that they don’t
crowd the screening area,” the
spokesperson added.

In a formal announcement
made late on Sudnay evening
the CSMIA, Mumbai,  had
said  “Starting May 25, 2020,
CSMIA will resume 25 com-
mercial passenger flight move-
ments on departure and 25 on
arrival. The initiative comes
after the directive issued by the
Ministry of Civil Aviation as
well as the State Minister giv-
ing a nod to recommence
domestic flight operations to
and from Mumbai.”.
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After two close family members of
one of the advisors to Lt-Governor

GC Murmu tested positive late Sunday
night, several senior officers, working
closely with him in his office secretari-
at, have decided to stay away from the
corridors of power in Jammu &
Kashmir as they isolated themselves as
part of the protocol to prevent spread
of the coronavirus.

According to official sources, “wife
and son of one of the advisors, tested
positive on Sunday night and were
admitted in the  SMVD Narayana
Hospital at Kakryal in Katra. “. They had
returned from New Delhi and were
screened on their arrival in Jammu.

Following their admissions, contact
tracing was launched at the highest level
and several senior Government officers
and their office staff was sent for
administrative quarantine after col-
lecting their samples.

The reports claimed,  some of the
staff members were also screened in the
office of Lt- Governor GC Murmu while
he himself opted for self quarantine in
Raj Bhawan premises.

Meanwhile, a total number of 52
cases of coronavirus were detected in
Jammu & Kashmir on Monday.

According to official sources, 38 cases
were reported from Jammu and 14 from
Kashmir division.

Jammu district, reported highest
number of 21 cases.

On the other hand, a total number
of 170 stranded passengers arrived at
Jammu airport and 562 landed direct-
ly in Srinagar on day one of the
resumption of domestic airline services.

All the passengers were subjected to
100 percent covid-19 testing on their
arrival at the airport and sent for
administrative quarantine in SRTC
buses to different locations. 

Meanwhile, following fresh surge in
positive cases, three wards of Trikuta
Nagar, two villages each in Miransahib,
Kanachak and one ward of Gorkha
Nagar in Jammu were declared as con-
tainment/Red zones by the District
Magistrate late Monday afternoon.

On the other hand while address-
ing a press conference in Jammu,
Spokesperson of the Jammu and

Kashmir government Rohit Kansal
claimed, with the testing rate of over
10,000 per million  Jammu and Kashmir
has now become number one in coun-
try in testing.

He said, the testing capacity in the
UT has gone up from just about 100
tests/day in March to 8000 tests/day on
Monday. “In the last one month alone
it has gone up from 1800 tests/day to
8100/day – an increase of  350%”, he
added.

Sharing details of Covid-19 cases in
J&K, he said so far  1668 cases have test-
ed positive, out of which 1374 are from
Kashmir division and 294 are from
Jammu division. The number of active
cases are 836 of which 620 are in
Kashmir Division and 216 are in Jammu
division. As many as 809 recoveries
which include young children and 23
unfortunate deaths have also been
reported.

Referring to prevailing situation,
Kansal pointed out there are enough
worrying factors in the situation. 15
deaths have been reported in last
month alone. There is at least one dis-
trict which has more than 200 active
cases and at least one district with more
than 150 active cases. There are at least
2 districts where the number of active
cases per million are higher than 150.

At least half of the districts have a dou-
bling rate less than 14 days.  At least 2
districts have seen a considerable
increase in cases even when there are
no returnees. In fact, there are many
areas where the positivity rate of cases
is much higher for local population than
for returnees.” he said and added that
a number of local, indigenous cases for
which contact chains are not yet fully
clear have also been reported which is
a cause of concern.

He said that over 90,000 stranded
persons have already returned to J&K
in the last 4 weeks alone, they include
66024 persons by road, 25400 by 30
Shramik special and Covid-19 special
Rajdhani trains and 652 persons by air.
“J&K is the one state/UT which has
smoothly completed more than 85% of
its evacuation process. 

The Government has consciously
adopted a policy of testing 100% of all
returnees. All the returnees are being
tested, and as a result of the strategy the
administration has been successful in
tracing 481 positive cases so far.” 

By testing people at the entry point
we are ensuring that positive cases are
traced and isolated at the entry point
itself, thereby avoiding any infections
getting into the community”, he 
added.
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Mumbai crossed the twin
milestones of 1,000

deaths and 30,000 infections on
Monday, as the country’s com-
mercial capital—with fresh 38
fatalities and 1,430 infections -
- accounted for a total of 1,026
Covid-19 triggered deaths out
a total 1,695 deaths and 31,972
positive cases out of a total
52,667 cases recorded so far in
Maharashtra.

On a day when coron-
avirus claimed 60 more lives
and left 2,436 more persons
infected in various parts of the
State, Mumbai walked away

with a lion’s share of 38 deaths
and 1430 positives cases.

Of the total 52,667 infect-
ed cases in the State, the
aquthorities pegged the active
cases in the state as 35,178.

Of the total 60 deaths
reported across the state on
Monday, Mumbai recorded 38
deaths, while there were eleven
deaths in Pune, three in Navi
Mumbai, two each in Thane
city, Aurangabad city and one
each in Solapur, 1 in Kalyan-
Dombivali, 1 in Ratnagiri.
Additionally,  one death of a
Bihar resident occurred in
Mumbai.

Of the total deaths report-

ed today, 54 deaths occurred in
the last two days and 6 are from
the last week.

Of those dead, 42 were
men while 18 were women.
Twenty seven of them were
aged over 60 years, 29 were
from the age group 40 to 59
years and 3 were aged below 40
years. “Forty seven out of 60
patients (78%) had high-risk
co-morbidities such as dia-
betes, hypertension, heart dis-
ease,” a state health bulletin
said.  

There have been as many
as 696 Covid 19 triggered
deaths in Maharashtra during
the last eleven days. The death

tally has been as follows: May
15- 49, May 16 -67, May 17 -
63, May 18-51, May 19 -76,
May 20 -65, May 21 – 64, May
22-63, May 23-60, May 24-58
and May 25-60.

As Mumbai continued to
be worst-affected Covid-19 city
in the country, its hotspot
Dharavi slum accounted for 42
new cases on Monday, taking
the total number of infectees to
1,583 and 59 deaths till date.

Meanwhile, chief minister
Uddhav  Thackeray announced
that by May 31, 2,475 Covid-19
beds, many with ICU-Oxygen,
will be operational at the
upcoming jumbo hospitals in

Bandra Kurla Complex, NSCI
Worli, and NESCO Goregaon,
and in each Ward in 
Mumbai 100-bed hospitals
with 20 ICU beds have been
taken over.

In an interesting data put
out by the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation
(BMC),    

40 per cent cases were
found in women and 60% in
men 37 per cent deaths were
observed in Women and 63 per
cent in Men.  

In Mumbai where 38
deaths were reported on
Monday, the major co-mor-
bidity found was Diabetes

(26%), Hypertension (24%)
and inØ 32% both Diabetes
and Hypertension, Heart dis-
eases 8% and other co-mor-
bidities found were (10%).
“Above 60 years has emerged as
a risk factor as fatalityØ & co-
morbidity are high.  Even in
deaths below 50 years 20 %
comorbidity was found,” a
BMC medical bulletin said.

Meanwhile, the BMC
advised the citizens are request-
ed to continue the medications
for co-morbid conditions if
any and consult the doctors
regularly. Also follow social dis-
tancing, use of masks and hand
hygiene regularly.
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As the highly contagious COVID-
19 torments the nation, some
“eminent” economists advised
the Centre to nationalise all pri-
vate assets of above-poverty-

line citizens (cash, real estate, property and
bonds among others) to fund their ideas. One
doesn’t know if this negates that other great
panacea for all economic ills — privatisation
of public sector assets — but that’s another
story.

On May 22, former Planning
Commission member Abhijit Sen, former
Chief Economic Advisor Deepak Nayyar, R
Nagaraj of the Indira Gandhi Institute of
Development Research, economists Pranab
Bardhan, Jean Drèze and others urged the
Centre to provide free care for all COVID-
19 patients, something done in Government
hospitals. Yet this mundane advice was wel-
comed by the usual bevy of “public intellec-
tuals.” As the only novelty was the seizure of
private assets, one wonders if this was a “sig-
nal” to foreign companies not to invest in
India or part of a more chilling agenda of
demolishing the middle class, even as the wiz-
ards batten off Western patronage. After a
brief excitement, the revolutionary idea was
tamely withdrawn (May 24).

In Russia, analysts believe the pandem-
ic is being exploited by global financial cen-
tres to change the world economy (and poli-
ty) and wipe out industry in several coun-
tries, including China, Russia, India and even
Europe. The aim is to concentrate power in
a new oligarchy and sharply reduce world
population. Speaking with Business Gazeta,
Vitaly Averyanov, conservative philosopher
and co-founder of Izborsk Club, said Russian
President Vladimir Putin announced polit-
ical changes on January 15 after receiving
information of a conspiracy by heads of sev-
eral oligarchic clans and members of the
Medvedev Government.

A mysterious shooting at the Federal
Security Service (FSB) headquarters in
Moscow on December 19, 2019, confirms the
view that a coup d’état was averted. However,
the Central Bank is still under the control of
global banking agents, which needs correc-
tion; mercifully, the Russian law was
decolonised through a Constitutional
amendment that asserts the supremacy of
national law over international law, making
a potential ‘“colour revolution” more difficult.

The Coronavirus pandemic broke
amidst this power struggle. The deepening
recession in the global economy and intel-
ligence data on new moves by the global
financial elite suggest a cardinal shift in inter-
national politics is under way. Within Russia,
many elitists are shedding their dual citizen-
ship and foreign accounts (handing them to
relatives/proxies because the accounts are
needed to service foreign real estate). The
transnational elite is using COVID-19 to exe-
cute a carefully conceived plan X.

By mid-March, many top Russian scien-
tists concluded that the virus is a new ver-

sion of the common SARS, lack
of a vaccine is not lethal and the
development of collective immu-
nity is inevitable, a view shared
by Western scientists and the
World Health Organisation
(who). Oddly, 50 to 85 per cent
of the victims are asympto-
matic. This strange property
suggests the artificial origin of
the virus: Infection can spread
rapidly and affect a relatively nar-
row target group. Between con-
tagiousness and numerous latent
carriers, quarantine or “stay at
home” will fail to flatten the
curve of severe cases that need
intensive care. This was the only
rationale for freezing economic
activity anywhere with lock-
downs.

Oxford epidemiologist Tom
Jefferson was the first to point
out this disconnect. Stanford
University conducted a study in
California, which showed that
the number of infected people is
at least 50 times higher than offi-
cial figures. Unsurprisingly,
attempts to curb infections
through quarantine failed but
destroyed the industrial econo-
my. As this data was not known
in January and February, the
quarantine imposed in Wuhan
was presented as a solution by
the WHO and accepted by most
nations; the weightage given to
COVID-19 patients caused deep
suffering to patients with other
chronic ailments.

Only Sweden, Japan,
Belarus, and partly the
Netherlands, bucked the trend.
The deaths from COVID-19,

even in the US and Italy, are less
than 0.04 per cent of the total
population and less than 0.2 per
cent of the number of infected.
The millions of deaths predict-
ed by epidemiologist Neil
Ferguson were gibberish. In
fairness, mathematical models
can be quite accurate if they are
honest but too often they are tai-
lored to certain specifications.

Parallel developments in the
world of finance, oil and gold
markets suggest that the global
hype is a cover for redistributing
power. Each week of a frozen
economy destroys thousands of
enterprises. The goal of this
hybrid warfare is de-industrial-
isation: Pushing people out of the
manufacturing economy, popu-
lation reduction and the final
destruction of the middle class.

Predictably, China’s produc-
tion and sales chains were the
first to be hit. The small and
medium businesses are the
unloved stepsons of neo-liberal
authorities; the current crisis
could bury them. Estimates say
70 per cent of production will go
bankrupt; the service sector has
virtually collapsed. This crisis
could evolve into a new Great
Depression.

Even in the Anglo-Saxon
world, only 100 or 200 families
of the transnational elite will
benefit from this war. But,
laments Vitaly Averyanov,
Russia’s corrupt elitists see the
actors of this hybrid war as their
allies (for India, read masters).
They want to burn the national
economy in the furnace of the

crisis, cut all budgets and bank-
rupt Russia. However, the glob-
al marauders have the experience
of several centuries of crises and
depressions; they have prepared
all the escape routes; made
advance plans how and in what
to convert their profits and
increase their power. Russian
elitists have no idea of what kind
of hole they are digging for
themselves by playing second
fiddle to the global elite. In
India, too, eminent economists
don’t understand that their util-
ity ends once the global elite
achieves its goals.

In America, the forces
unleashed by the hybrid war
threaten President Donald
Trump’s re-election. Hence,
Trump opposes the global finan-
cial oligarchy and has denied
funds to the WHO that is virtu-
ally functioning as a branch of
the transnational elite “club.”
He supports “collective immuni-
ty” and is not waiting for a mir-
acle vaccine to resolve the crisis.

The mainstream global
media is projecting Bill Gates as
a warrior against the pandemic.
The Gates Foundation promotes
vaccination, family planning
and the spread of GMO crops in
backward countries. As realisa-
tion dawns in world capitals
about the damage done to the
economies of nations, throwing
millions into almost irretrievable
unemployment, the gutted
economies must be put back on
the rails as quickly as possible.

(The author is a senior jour-
nalist. Views are personal)
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “Double degrees” (May 23).
The University Grants
Commission’s decision to allow
students to pursue dual degrees
is aimed at improving the career
prospects of students, keeping in
mind an increased demand in the
job market for multi-discipli-
nary skills. However, pursuing
dual degrees simultaneously will
not be easy for the students. 

Only an extraordinarily bril-
liant, intelligent, bright and hard-
working student can embark on
this idea as it would require
him/her to concentrate on more
number of subjects. The draw-
back of pursuing dual degrees is
that a student cannot be well-
versed in all subjects. Single
degree persuasion with a limited
number of subjects in itself is
replete with heavy syllabi. 

Persuasion of a single course
can help the students acquire a
thorough knowledge in a subject
that he/she is interested in.
Acquiring degrees one after the
other helps them get an in-depth
knowledge of the subject. 

KV Seetharamaiah
Hassan
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Sir — The fourth phase of the
nationwide lockdown will soon
end on May 31. Once again,
opinions are divided among those
who want a complete lifting and
those who want to extend the
lockdown. But the fact is that
lockdown or no lockdown, India

has already reached a tipping
point in the war against the
virus. With a gradual lifting of the
lockdown for the sake of the
economy, there is restlessness
among the people. Many are
venturing out of their homes on
flimsy grounds. Social distancing
has become a joke and people are
feigning ignorance. 

What is sure, however, is that

life will never be the same when-
ever the lockdown is lifted com-
pletely. In view of this, an overhaul
in the way we live is essential. The
only way forward is to get accus-
tomed to a new lifestyle. Given the
size of India’s population and
people’s propensity here to flout
rules, the number of cases is
bound to see a rise. We need to be
mentally prepared for this.  The

world is far away from developing
a cure or a vaccine for the virus.
People cannot stay in lockdown for
a longer period of time. Periodic
cycles of lockdown must become
the order of the day.

Venu GS
Kollam
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Sir — It is unfortunate that our
political leaders have sought to
give political colour to the
Coronavirus pandemic instead of
making it a larger community
health concern. The pandemic
has exposed the ugly face of
poorly functional health facilities
and a lack of basic requirements
of survival. 

Those who have been worst
hit are the poor and the daily-
wage earners. The coercive mea-
sures taken by Governments to
control the pandemic have gone
off the mark as a large section of
society suffers at multiple levels
such as economic, psychological
as well as social.

Manisha
Via email
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Nothing in our experience in healthcare
had prepared us for what the Coronavirus
pandemic had unleashed upon the coun-

try, particularly rural India. As the contagion-
triggered lockdown suspended healthcare pro-
grammes across the country, work at thousands
of Anganwadi centres, which served nutritious,
cooked meals to lakhs of children, was disrupt-
ed. Similarly, food distribution at the Nutrition
Rehabilitation Centers (NRCs), which are facil-
ities set up by the Government to treat victims
of severe malnutrition, also came to a grinding
halt. 

Economic challenges brought on by COVID-
19 and social distancing norms, which are here
to stay, are likely to complicate the issue of
addressing severe malnutrition. But ironically,
it makes the task of addressing severe malnutri-
tion even more important than before.  

Long-term social distancing norms mean
that in a post-COVID world, we have to rethink
and strengthen elements of community-based
management of malnutrition through our front-
line workers, who remain the lifeline of pro-
gramme implementation. This reassessment also
becomes relevant considering parents may be
reluctant to bring their severely-malnourished
children to the NRCs for  fear of infection. What
makes this task more difficult is the fact that even
before the Coronavirus struck the country, NRC
was not a place parents preferred to stay in with
their children.  

The intensity and manifestation of Severe
Acute Malnutrition (SAM) in the form of
extreme thinness, morbidities and associated
high mortality could draw the Government’s
attention earlier than stunting, which though
looming large, was not so visible. As a response
to the crisis, in 2011 the Central Government
issued operational guidelines on facility-based
management of SAM children within institution-
al (hospital-based) settings with the use of ther-
apeutic foods.

Subsequently, many Indian States established
these centres for in-patient care of severely mal-
nourished children. These units function as per
the protocols prescribed by the World Health
Organisation and the Indian Academy of
Paediatrics (IAP). Children with severe malnu-
trition are referred to the NRC and on admis-
sion, are required to stay at the in-patient facil-
ities for a period of 14 days or more, until the
child recovers from infectious disease and gains
adequate weight as per the discharge criteria. 

However in the practical experience of all
Government healthcare workers dealing with
SAM and NRCs, a majority of caregivers, espe-
cially the mothers, find it unusually challenging
to stay at the NRCs for over two weeks.

Hence the caregivers either show tacit resis-
tance to treatment procedures or leave the cen-
tre abruptly against medical advice. In either case,
finally the child suffers and continues to remain
acutely malnourished as the prescribed nutrition
treatment is rendered ineffective once the child
is back in his/her home environment. 

The reluctance to take the SAM child to the
NRC and the decision of leaving the facility with-
out completing the treatment can be attributed
to a host of parenting challenges that women
face. Managing household chores, taking care of
their other children and even the elderly become

impossible for a woman living in a NRC
with her SAM child. Due to the
extreme poverty of the families that
these children come from, there are
times when even livestock, jobs or work
in the family farm take precedence over
the child’s health for the women of the
house.

This is an unfortunate but harsh
reality of our country that the prima-
ry responsibility of all these tasks lies
with the mother of SAM children. In
addition to this, the compensation
offered by the Government to stay at
the NRC is much lower than the per-
ceived opportunity cost incurred by the
family for treating SAM children. 

This includes the travel cost to the
NRC, the loss of working days as
women contribute to family income,
either by working under the various
schemes that come under the Mahatma
Gandhi Employment Guarantee Act
(MNREGA), or by participating in agri-
culture. Additionally, women also care
for the family, fetch water, wash clothes,
cook and clean. Thus, all of their
household responsibilities get disrupt-
ed if they have to stay with the child at
the NRC. 

What makes matters worse for par-
ents and children are the living condi-
tions at the NRC. Sometimes ill-treat-
ment by the campus staff further dam-
ages parental trust and perception of the
quality of public health services.
Women are often intimidated by the
unfamiliar environment, as for many of
them the visit to the centre is their first-
ever experience of being so far away
from their home or village. They are
usually anxious about their safety and
face difficulty in communicating with
NRC staff. All these factors add to their

distrust and discomfort.
The pause COVID-19 has forced

upon us should be used to reflect and
make the NRCs more sensitive to the
needs of parents and children.
Adequate staff with technical skills and
an empathetic attitude towards the need
of the child and the parent are a pre-
requisite for SAM management at the
NRC. This significantly enhances the
performance of in-patient facility-
based healthcare centres. Attention to
these aspects also improves the com-
munity’s confidence, trust and builds a
positive perception of the healthcare
facilities. All of these improve compli-
ance to the treatment. 

Another component that helps
parents stay longer is the introduction
of counsellors at the NRC, who can
identify psychological distress and
offer emotional support to the moth-
ers, empowering them to care for their
own and their child’s nutrition and psy-
chosocial needs.  Enhancing the moth-
er’s social network through engagement
with other mothers present at the cen-
ter and facilitating interactions between
sub-groups in a way that mothers
experiencing similar psychosocial stres-
sors and care-giving issues share and
learn from each other’s experiences,
have been seen to be helpful in retain-
ing SAM children at the centres. Such
supportive sessions help mothers adjust
with routine procedures at the NRC
and make their prolonged stay relative-
ly comfortable. 

Structured and thoughtfully-intro-
duced innovations to improve infra-
structure facilities like provision of
additional side beds for fathers to
accompany the mother, arranging for
their meals and providing basic facili-

ties for sanitation, entertainment and
safety at the centre can go a long way
in extending the stay at the NRC. 

A vibrant and child-friendly envi-
ronment has a magical effect on the list-
less SAM child. Small changes such as
a play area with outdoor activities, toys,
games that are age and health-appro-
priate help to overcome the stress and
anxiety of hospitalisation and can help
reduce the risk of psychomotor and
cognitive impairment in children. The
play sessions also help in developing
and firming the mother-child bond.

Despite the decline in the percent-
age of children who are underweight
from 42.5 per cent in the National
Family Health Survey-three (NFHS) to
35.7 per cent in NFHS-four, the bur-
den of childhood malnutrition in India
continues to be significantly high.
About 38.4 per cent children under the
age of five are stunted. And the num-
ber of children under five, who are
wasted and severely wasted has
increased to 21 per cent and 7.5 per cent
in NFHS-four from 19.8 and 6.4 per
cent respectively over the decade.
These numbers are not likely to
improve post the COVID-19 crisis. 

Reinventing our facility-based
management model, so that our cen-
tres are more sensitive, combined with
a stronger community-based early
identification and follow-up approach
for managing SAM will prove effective
in ensuring completion of treatment,
adherence to follow-up and sustained
weight gain for children who are suf-
fering from severe malnutrition.

(The writer is a public health nutri-
tionist who has worked with State
health, women and child development
departments and specialises in SAM)
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India is facing a humanitarian and
economic crisis of epic propor-
tions. As a result of the extended

lockdown, millions of hungry and
penniless migrant labourers are
stranded in cities, desperately wait-
ing for a seat on a bus or a train to
take them home. Fed up of the end-
less wait, the “atma nirbhar (self-
reliant)” among them decided to take
matters into their own hands and
began walking back to their home-

towns and villages, hundreds of
kilometres away. 

These workers, who form the
backbone of the informal economy
of the country, are generally
employed in Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs),
restaurants, retail shops, construction
sites and other enterprises which shut
their doors during the lockdown or
are at the brink of closure, due to it.
What a lockdown of over nine weeks
would do to the economy of the
country and consequently, the lives
of daily-wagers is not beyond the
scope of the imagination of those
who are in touch with reality.

The so-called �20 lakh crore eco-
nomic package was an exercise in
futility, which did not offer anything
to the struggling migrant workers.
Instead, the Government announced
measures to make it easier for
Indians to travel to space. Perhaps,

the Government got it wrong. People
want to travel to their States, not
space. Most analysts, rating agencies
and banks have placed the size of the
fiscal stimulus announced by Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
between 0.7 to 1.3 per cent of the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and
not 10 per cent as claimed by the
Government. According to the
Government’s own admission, a
�8.01 lakh crore liquidity infusion by
the Central bank forms a part of this
�20 lakh crore stimulus. 

The outcome of the Reserve
Bank of India’s (RBI’s) Monetary
Policy Committee (MPC) meeting,
which decided to cut the repo and
reverse repo rate further by 40 basis
points (bps) to four per cent and 3.35
per cent respectively, came as no sur-
prise. The consecutive rate cuts by the
RBI are aimed at injecting more liq-
uidity into the market. However, the

industry and retail borrowers are not
going to benefit from this rate reduc-
tion as there is no demand for cred-
it. And for banks, liquidity is not an
issue right now but risk aversion is.
This risk aversion among banks is
creating a hurdle in increasing cred-
it flow and ensuring the transmission
of rate cuts to the industry and retail
borrowers. But these rate cuts will
affect the middle and lower-income
classes the most, with an expected fall
in interest rates on their savings
(Fixed Deposits) by around 0.5 per
cent in the days to come. 

However, banks alone cannot be
blamed for turning cautious on
lending. The economy is passing
through uncertain times and banks
are trying to prevent non-perform-
ing assets (NPAs). The primary
issue is the absence of demand for
liquidity and to generate this
demand, capacity utilisation, which

was 68.6 per cent (October-
December 2019), has to be increased.
Here comes the immediate need for
additional Direct Cash Transfer of
�7,500 to each Jan Dhan, PM-Kisan
and pensioner’s account. This trans-
fer will generate demand in the rural
and semi-urban sector, which in turn
would force India Inc. to use the
remaining 31.4 per cent capacity or
go for capacity enhancement which
may require liquidity support from
banks. Just increasing liquidity in its
current form by the RBI is not
going to translate into higher credit
offtake.   

Another major announcement
by the RBI was the extension of the
moratorium on loan repayment by
another three months. The RBI also
announced the conversion of mora-
torium interest payment into a term
loan, payable in the course of the
Financial Year (FY) 2021. These

measures could bring relief to bor-
rowers but not for banks, as they will
see more pressure on their balance
sheets. The Government should
ensure that in the endeavour to
become atma nirbhar it does not end
up making our banks and Non-
Banking Financial Companies
(NBFCs) “parmatma nirbhar
(dependent on God).” In the last few
years, we have already seen some
examples of this in the likes of PMC
Bank, Yes Bank and so on.

Another challenge for the coun-
try is the consistent increase in the
food inflation rate. The unplanned
lockdown resulted in major supply
chain disruptions, which in turn
increased the food inflation rate to
8.6 per cent in April. If proper plan-
ning regarding supply chains is not
done before reopening the economy,
food inflation will skyrocket. If food
inflation does not decrease, we will

have an economy with a high infla-
tion rate and negative GDP growth.

Although the RBI has not pro-
vided any concrete number for the
projected GDP for FY21, it predict-
ed a negative growth rate. Already a
few national and international rating
agencies have forecast a negative
GDP growth rate (minus five per
cent), which can also have huge fis-
cal implications for India.

The only way to come out of this
difficulty is to have large-scale direct
cash transfer at least for the next six
months to boost demand. This in
turn, will generate jobs and increase
consumption levels. Thereafter, our
demographic advantage will acceler-
ate the economic wheel of the coun-
try. 

(The writer is Professor of Finance
and National Spokesperson, Congress
Party.  The views expressed are per-
sonal)
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Americans prepared to mark a
Memorial Day like no other as the

coronavirus pandemic upended tradi-
tional commemorations, while Greece
sought to revive its crucial tourism sector
by restoring ferry services to its popular
Aegean islands.

US authorities warned beach-goers to
heed social distancing rules to avoid a
resurgence of the virus that has infected
5.4 million people worldwide and killed
over 3,47,000, including nearly 1,00,000
Americans, according to a tally by Johns
Hopkins University.

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
lifted a coronavirus state of emergency in
Tokyo and four other remaining areas on
Monday, but said that does not mean the
end of the outbreak. He also unveiled a new
stimulus package worth about 100 trillion
yen ($930 billion) to provide financial sup-
port for pandemic-hit companies. That’s on
top of an initial, 117 trillion yen package. 

In New York City, honoring fallen mil-
itary members will be done with car con-
voys and small ceremonies this year
instead of parades to conform with coro-
navirus lockdown restrictions. 

“It’s something we’re upset about, but
we understand,” said Raymond Aalbue,
chairman of the United Military Veterans
of Kings County, which usually puts on a
parade in Brooklyn. 

There’s “no reason to put anybody in
harm’s way,” he said, adding “it’s really cut-
ting quick to the heart of all the veterans.”
Veterans, along with nursing home resi-
dents, have made up a significant portion
of those who died in the US outbreak.

After two days of playing golf,
President Donald Trump is scheduled to
make Memorial Day appearances at
Arlington National Cemetery, where he
will lay a wreath at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier, and then heads off to
speak at a historic fort in Baltimore.

Baltimore Mayor Bernard C “Jack”
Young has criticised Trump’s visit, saying
the city can’t afford the costs and the trip
sends the wrong message about stay-at-
home directives.

The White House, meanwhile, slapped
a travel ban on Latin America’s most pop-
ulous nation, saying it would deny admis-
sion to foreigners who have recently been
in Brazil. The ban, which takes effect
Thursday, does not apply to US citizens or
legal permanent residents. With over
3,63,000 reported infections, Brazil is sec-
ond only to the US despite limited testing. 

Greece’s low Covid-19 infection rate
allowed the Government to restart the
summer holiday season three weeks ear-
lier than previously planned. In addition
to resuming ferries with new passenger

limits, it allowed cafes and restaurants to
reopen under new social distancing rules.
All this, of course, was for Greek holi-
daymakers as foreign tourists aren’t expect-
ed until after June 15.

“We will implement exactly what the
state has told us, whatever the doctors have
told us, first and foremost for the safety of
our customers,” said Spiros Bairaktaris,
owner of an Athens restaurant that was
reducing capacity from 100 customers to 30.

Greece, which shut down quickly, has
only 171 of Europe’s nearly 1,70,000 coro-
navirus deaths and depends on tourism for
10 per cent of its economy.

Islands such as Santorini, Mykonos,
Corfu and Samos are major draws for
tourists but have been mostly off-limits
since late March when the country’s lock-
down took effect. 

Hard-hit Spain reached a milestone on
Monday as half the population — includ-
ing those in the two biggest cities, Madrid
and Barcelona — were finally allowed to
gather, albeit in limited numbers. Outdoor
seating at bars and restaurants also
reopened. Madrid coffee bar owner
Roberto Fernández said the mood was bit-
tersweet. Relaxations went a step further
in the rest of Spain, where people can now
visit beaches and nursing homes and hold
weddings. Spain has recorded 28,700
virus deaths.

But as lockdown restrictions were
rolled back across Europe, fresh out-
breaks were reported in a Czech coal mine
and a Dutch slaughterhouse.

The Darkov mine near the Czech
Republic’s border with Poland halted
operations after 212 people — mostly min-
ers and family members — tested positive
for coronavirus. Testing was carried out on
2,400 people.

Meanwhile, an outbreak among 657
employees of a meat processing plant in the
Dutch city of Groenlo has spilled over into
Germany. Dutch authorities said Monday
that 19 of the 147 employees who had test-
ed positive live in Germany.

After seeing several coronavirus clus-
ters among abattoir employees in
Germany, the government has pledged to
crack down on poor working conditions. 

In Russia, infections topped 3,50,000
— the third highest in the world — as
health officials reported 9,000 new cases
and 92 new deaths, bringing the overall
death toll to 3,633. Russia denies allega-
tions that its death rate is suspiciously low,
insisting that’s due to its effective con-
tainment measures.

As millions of Australian children
returned to school, Queensland Premier
Annastacia Palaszczuk said Monday that
students and teachers had to observe one
key message: Stay home if you are sick. 

“We’re not out of the woods yet. We
have to take each day as it comes, each
week as it comes and we keep our fingers
crossed that Queenslanders will continue
to flatten that curve,” Palaszczuk said. 

Chinese state media reported Monday
that more than 6.5 million coronavirus
tests were conducted in the city of Wuhan
— the country’s virus epicente e— over a
10-day period in a bid to test all its 11 mil-
lion residents.

Officials in California said most peo-
ple were covering their faces and keeping
their distance as they ventured out. Many
Southern California beaches were open
only for swimming, running and other
activities, not sunbathing. At New York’s
Orchard Beach in the Bronx, kids played
with toys and people sat in folding chairs,
wrapped up in sweaters and masks.
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South Africa’s coronavirus outbreak is going
to get much worse, President Cyril

Ramaphosa has warned, while announcing
that the lockdown measures would be eased to
allow conditional sale of alcohol and certain eco-
nomic activities from June 1.

The President has been under pressure to
ease the lockdown measures to restart the econ-
omy. In an address to the nation on Sunday,
Ramaphosa said the first 10 weeks of the nation-
al lockdown has left South Africa in a much bet-
ter state than most other countries that were sim-
ilarly poised.

But most of the country’s metropolitan
cities, including three in the economic hub of
Gauteng province, have been identified as Covid-
19 hotspots which will receive special attention.
There are now 22,583 confirmed coronavirus
cases in South Africa, and around half of those
infected have recovered. A total of 429 people have

died due to the Covid-19. “We have known all
along that the lockdown would only delay the
spread of the virus, but that it would not be able
to stop it. Until there is a vaccine available to all,
the coronavirus will continue to spread in our
population. This means that we must get used to
living with the coronavirus for some time to come.

“As scientists had predicted, the infections
in our country have now started to rise sharply.
One-third of the cumulative confirmed cases
were recorded in the last week alone. And we
should expect that these numbers will rise even
further and even faster,” Ramaphosa said.

The President said moving to level 3 of the
five-tier lockdown will result in opening up of
the economy, but cautioned that there are parts
of the country where the disease is concentrat-
ed and where infections continue to rise.

“We will have a differentiated approach to
deal with those areas that have far higher lev-
els of infection and transmission. These areas
will be declared coronavirus hotspots.”
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Due to a decline in infection
rate, the team at Oxford

University developing a Covid-
19 vaccine believe that the
chances of the trial yielding “no
result” is now 50 per cent, The
Telegraph reported.

The University of Oxford
last week announced that the
advance human trial of the vac-
cine will involve up to 10,260
volunteers across the UK.

While explaining when the
results of the trial will be avail-
able, the university said that to
assess whether the vaccine
works to protect from 
Covid-19, the statisticians in
the team team will compare the

number of infections in the
control group with the 
number of infections in the
vaccinated group.

For this purpose, it is nec-
essary for a small number of
study participants to develop
Covid-19.

“How quickly we reach the
numbers required will depend
on the levels of virus trans-
mission in the community. If
transmission remains high, we
may get enough data in a cou-
ple of months to see if 
the vaccine works, but if trans-
mission levels drop, this could
take up to 6 months,” the uni-
versity said.

This is the reason why
recruitment of those who have

a higher chance of being
exposed to the SARS-CoV-2
virus is being prioritised, such
as frontline healthcare workers,
frontline support staff and
public-facing key workers, in
an effort to capture 
the efficacy data as quickly as
possible.

“It’s a race against the virus
disappearing, and against time,”
Professor Adrian Hill, director
of the university’s Jenner
Institute, told the Telegraph.

“We said earlier in the year
that there was an 80 per cent
chance of developing an effec-
tive vaccine by September. But
at the moment, there’s a 50 per
cent chance that we get no
result at all.”
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The furore surrounding top
Downing Street aide

Dominic Cummings’ perceived
breach of the coronavirus stay-
at-home lockdown rules by
travelling 260 miles to his par-
ents’ home refused to die down
on Monday.

The Opposition branded
British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson’s defence of
Cummings as an “insult” to all
the sacrifices made by the
British public during the pan-
demic, with a growing number
of parliamentarians within
Johnson’s own Conservative
Party calling for his Chief
Strategy Adviser to be sacked.

“This was a test of the
Prime Minister and he has
failed it. It is an insult to sacri-
fices made by the British peo-
ple that Boris Johnson has
chosen to take no action
against Dominic Cummings,”
said Keir Starmer, the Leader of
the Opposition Labour Party.

His Indian-origin shadow
foreign secretary, Lisa Nandy,
added: “The Prime Minister
confirms it’s one rule for his

friends and another rule for the
rest of us. All that sacrifice,
stress and pain. What an insult.”

Acting Liberal Democrats
leader Ed Davey said sacking
Cummings was a must to
restore credibility around the
government’s public health
messaging.

“The instruction the Prime
Minister gave us all to stay at
home has been breached by his
top adviser and that’s what
you can’t get away from in 
this story, it’s pretty simple,” 
he said.

Scotland First Minister
Nicola Sturgeon accused
Johnson of “putting his politi-
cal interest ahead of the pub-
lic interest”. “When trust in a
public health message and pub-
lic health advice is as important
as it is right now the conse-
quences could be very serious,”
she said.

At the daily Downing
Street briefing on Sunday
evening, Johnson had thrown
his weight behind his chief
adviser and declared that he
had followed the “instincts of
every father” when he made the
journey to Durham in north-

east England on March 31 to
ensure child care for his young
son as he began displaying
symptoms of coronavirus.

“He acted responsibly,
legally and with integrity, and
with the overall aim of stopping
the spread of the virus and sav-
ing lives,” Johnson concluded,
after what he said was an
“extensive” face-to-face meet-
ing with his top aide.

UK newspapers have
reported at least two further
allegations of lockdown breach-
es by his aide, with Johnson
saying that “some” of the claims
were “palpably false” but refus-
ing to elaborate.

However, besides a flurry
of media questions right after,
there was also an embarrassing
rogue social media message on
the official UK Civil Service
Twitter account, accusing the
UK PM of arrogance. 

“Arrogant and offensive.
Can you imagine having to
work with these truth twisters,”
read the Tweet on
@UKCivilService – which was
taken down after roughly nine
minutes but not before it was
shared thousands of times.
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China has reported 51 new
coronavirus cases includ-

ing 40 asymptomatic infec-
tions, majority of them in the
contagion’s first epicentre
Wuhan, where over six million
tests have been conducted in
the last 10 days, health officials
said on Monday.

The country’s National
Health Commission (NHC)
said that 11 new imported
cases were reported on Sunday.

While no new domestical-
ly-transmitted COVID-19
cases were reported in China
on Sunday, 11 imported cases
including 10 in the Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region
and one in Sichuan province
were reported, the NHC said in
its daily report.

Out of the 40 new asymp-
tomatic cases, 38 were report-
ed in Wuhan, which is cur-
rently undergoing mass testing
of its over 11.2 million people
after a spike in the asympto-
matic cases.

Currently, 396 people with
asymptomatic symptoms are
under medical observation in
China, including 326 in
Wuhan, according to the health
authority.

Asymptomatic cases refer
to the patients who have test-
ed Covid-19 positive but devel-
op no symptoms such as fever,
cough, or sore throat. However,
they pose a risk of spreading
the disease to others.
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The coronavirus hasn’t been
kind to car owners.
With more people than

ever staying home to lessen the
spread of COVID-19, their
sedans, pickup trucks and
SUVs are parked unattended
on the streets, making them
easy targets for opportunistic
thieves. 

Despite silent streets and
nearly non-existent traffic,
vehicle larcenies shot up 63%
in New York and nearly 17% in
Los Angeles from Jan. 1
through mid-May, compared
with the same period last year. 

And many other law
enforcement agencies around
the U.S. are reporting an
increase in stolen cars and
vehicle burglaries, even as vio-
lent crime has dropped dra-
matically nationwide in the
coronavirus pandemic. It’s a
low-risk crime with a poten-
tially high reward, police say,
especially when many drivers
leave their doors unlocked or
their keys inside.

“You might as well put a
sticker on the window that says
‘come take my stuff,’ “ said an

exasperated Alex Villanueva,
the Los Angeles County sher-
iff. 

In Austin, Texas, last
month, a whopping 72% of the
322 stolen vehicles had their
keys nearby. The total number
of auto thefts in April spiked
about 50% and burglaries to
vehicles were up 2% from April
2019.

The virus has created a
“perfect storm,” said Austin
Police Sgt. Chris Vetrano, a
supervisor in the 11-detective
auto theft unit that investigates
stolen vehicle cases. 

The elements for that storm:
Drivers are at home and not
using or checking their cars reg-
ularly. School’s out, so teenagers
are trying their luck. Criminals
are out of work and have more
time on their hands or need fast
money to support a drug habit.
“You can get on the internet
nowadays and learn how to
break into vehicles just search-
ing YouTube,” Vetrano said.

Salt Lake City Police Det.
Greg Wilking said a 22% spike
in vehicle burglaries there
could be from a few criminals
working quickly on “car
prowls.”
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It’s not quite a case of coitus
interruptus, but efforts to

create a very special baby are
definitely on hold. Blame the
pandemic.

Groundbreaking work to
keep alive the nearly extinct
northern white rhino sub-
species — population, two —
by in-vitro fertilization has
been stalled by travel restric-
tions. And time is running out.

The two northern white
rhinos are female. The goal is
to create viable embryos in a
lab by inseminating their eggs
with frozen sperm from dead
males, then transfer them into

a surrogate mother, a more
common southern white rhino.

As of January, three
embryos had been created 
and stored in liquid nitrogen.
But further key steps now have
to wait.

“It has been disrupted by
Covid-19, like everything else,”
said Richard Vigne, managing
director of Ol Pejeta
Conservancy in Kenya, home
of the two remaining rhinos.
“That is, the process of col-
lecting more eggs from the
females as well as the process
of developing the technique to
introduce the northern white
rhino embryo into the south-
ern white rhino females.” 
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Around 40 per cent compa-
nies operating in the trav-

el and tourism sector are star-
ing at the risk of complete shut-
down over the next 3 to 6
months, says a report, even as
the domestic flights resume
operations after over 2-month
suspension due to lockdown.

Also, nearly 36 per cent of
such companies are likely to
witness a temporary shutdown,
according to the report by
BOTT Travel Sentiment
Tracker in partnership with
seven national associations like
IATO, TAAI, ICPB, ADTOI,

OTOAI, ATOAI and SITE.
The report said that 81 per cent
travel and tourism companies
have lost their revenue up to
100 per cent while 15 per cent
of the companies have wit-
nessed it slide up to 75 per cent.

The BOTT Travel
Sentiment Tracker survey was
done online with over 2,300
travel and tourism business
owners and company repre-
sentatives across the country
over a period of 10 days.

“The pandemic has hit the
travel and tourism sector hard
with as many as 40 per cent
companies facing the risk of
complete shutdown in the next

3 to 6 months while another
35.7 per cent might go for a
temporary shutdown,” it said.

The survey report further
revealed that 38.6 per cent
travel companies are going for
job cuts and another 37.6 per
cent of the companies are con-
sidering the option with uncer-
tainty looming large.

“The travel and tourism
sector is going through a very
bad phase. It has taken a severe
beating due to the COVID-19
outbreak with lakhs of people
dependent on it suffering
immense losses and job cuts,”
the report said.

This survey has further

confirmed fear that travel com-
panies are staring at partial and
complete shutdown in addition
to job cuts, adjustment of
workforce in form of pay cuts,
deferment of salaries and ter-
mination of contracts, accord-
ing to the survey.

“This is an unprecedent-
ed situation and the govern-
ment should extend some relief
for the survival of thousands of
companies,” Travel Agents
Association of India president
Jyoti Mayal said.

As per the survey, 73 per
cent travel companies have
gone for adjustment of work-
force including pay cuts, defer-

ment of salaries, termination of
contracts, while 67 per cent
have gone for steps like reduc-
tion of overheads.

About 49 per cent are
deferring their capital expen-
ditures and interestingly, 41.6
per cent companies are intro-
ducing new services.

Meanwhile, 78.6 per cent
of travel and tourism compa-
nies said they expect the gov-
ernment to create a tourism
relief fund immediately, fol-
lowed by 68.2 per cent who
want refunds of cancellations
and advances of travel 
agents and tour operators from
airlines.
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The Central Board of
Indirect Taxes (CBIC) on

Monday said it has sanctioned
GST refund claims worth �
11,052 crore in 47 days.

In a tweet, the CBIC said
it is “committed to ensuring liq-
uidity to GST taxpayers espe-
cially MSME sectors during the
lockdown”.

The tweet added that
29,230 refund claims amount-
ing to �11,052 crore disposed
of between April 8-May 24, the
CBIC added. 

Refunds have been sanc-
tioned while ensuring work
from home, it added.
The Finance Ministry had on
April 8 said that to provide
relief during COVID-19 it has
been decided to issue all pend-
ing GST and custom refunds
which would benefit around 1
lakh business entities, includ-
ing MSME. 

The total refund granted
will be approximately �18,000
crore, it had said.

The CBIC had earlier
asked its field officers to avoid
asking for physical submission
of documents from entities
who are claiming GST and
Customs refunds and instead
use official email for all com-
munication.
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Union Minister Nitin
Gadkari on Monday said

the Government agencies,
public sector undertakings
and major industries owe an
estimated �5 lakh crore in
outstanding payments to
MSMEs.

The MSME minister said
the Centre has decided that its
ministries and public sector
undertakings will clear out-
standing payments of MSMEs
within 45 days.

“State Governments, their
ministries and public sector
undertakings, Government of
India, its ministries and under-
takings, and major industries
combined owe an estimated �5
lakh crore to MSMEs, money
that is stuck and not cleared,”
Gadkari said.
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Government proposes to
further streamline and

simplify the processes to deal
with corporate and tax related
frauds by identifying and insti-
tuting lead investigating agency
for each case and only allowing
that body to undertake the pre-
liminary work.

This is expected to improve
the overall quality of investi-
gation while prevent inter
departmental issues from
resulting in delays.

At present, corporate
frauds including tax related and
economic crimes see involve-
ment of multiple investigative
agencies such as Income Tax
Investigation, Directorate of
Anti Evasion, Enforcement
Directorate (ED), SFIO, CBI,
GST Investigation, Customs,
DRI etc. This often results in
duplication of effort and con-
fusion with case being tossed
between one investigative 
arm to the other without cred-
ible progress.

Sources said that

Government has discussed
implementing the concept of
lead investigation at a high level
inter ministerial meeting and
will prepare a draft for imple-
menting it once views sought
from other stakeholders come.

Several countries globally
has the concept of lead inves-
tigative agency that established
preliminary direction of inves-
tigations and brings in other
agencies purely as a need based
approach.

“Lead investigation agency
concept is good. It needs study
about the criteria for deciding
the lead investigation agency to
avoid inter departmental
issues,” said a former top offi-
cial of Central Board of Indirect
Taxes and Customs (CBIC)
who did not wish to be named.

Government has been
looking at different ways to
remove the clutter from tax and
corporate laws as part of its
efforts towards ‘Ease of Doing
Business.’ As part of this,
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman recently
announced the decriminaliza-

tion of minor technical and
procedural defaults under the
Companies Act. She also
dropped a few compoundable
offences and put others to be
dealt under alternative frame-
work.

It is expected that the
Finance Ministry in coopera-
tion with other related min-
istries will prepare detailed
guidelines for institution of
lead investigative agency for a
particular class of crime. Once
this is put in place, every case
will be handled by only one
agency and others would be
involved purely on need based
for specialised support.

Also, as part of operational
streamlining of investigative
process, database may also be
prepared by one investigation
agency and shared with other
agencies to avoid duplicacy.
Like data sharing with GST,
Banking and income tax
department, will minimise
duplicacies in investigations.

Moreover, all department
would require to have manuals
for investigation. 
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Joe Biden worked out deals
with Senate Republican

leader Mitch McConnell. 
He defended Vice

President Mike Pence as a
“decent guy” and eulogized
Arizona Republican Sen. John
McCain’s “fairness, honesty,

dignity, respect.”
When he launched his

presidential campaign, such
overtures to Republicans were
central to Biden’s promise to
“unify the country” and
“restore the soul of the nation”
after defeating President
Donald Trump. 

Now that he’s the pre-

sumptive Democratic nominee,
Biden is sharpening
his tone, still pitching con-

sensus but touting a “bold
agenda” aimed at mollifying
progressives who 
remain skeptical he’ll deliver
enough on health care, student
loan debts and the climate cri-
sis. 

The idea is to avoid repeat-
ing the party’s 2016 defeat,
when Hillary Clinton struggled
to unite her moderate sup-
porters and backers of Bernie
Sanders.

The dynamics are differ-
ent in 2020, with Democrats
united in their antipathy
toward Trump. 
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China’s proposed new secu-
rity law to firm up its con-

trol over Hong Kong could run
into problems in courts, the
city’s Bar Association has
warned, stressing that Beijing
has no legal authority to enact
its national security law for the
former British colony. In a
strongly worded statement, the
Hong Kong Bar Association
also expressed concern over
suggestions that mainland
security agencies would be set
up to safeguard national secu-
rity within the city, saying it was
“entirely unclear” how that
arrangement would comply
with Article 22 of the Basic
Law, which stipulates that
Beijing departments not to
interfere in local affairs.

A draft bill on establishing
and improving the legal system
and enforcement mechanisms
for the Hong Kong Special

Administrative Region
(HKSAR) to safeguard nation-
al security was tabled in China’s
National People’s Congress
(NPC) on Friday. It is expect-
ed to be passed on May 28.

The bill is regarded as a
political bombshell for the for-
mer British colony as China has
decided to bypass local
Legislative Council to bring
about a new national security
law tailor-made to take control
of Hong Kong which has been
witnessing mass protests by
pro-democracy groups since
last year demanding autonomy
and freedom from Beijing.

Thousands of people took
part in mass protests in Hong
Kong on Sunday. Police fired
tear gas and water cannons at
the protesters.

The Hong Kong police is
gearing up for another mass
protests on Wednesday outside
the local legislature.

“It is entirely unclear how

the proposed agencies set up in
the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region
(HKSAR) will operate under
the laws of the HKSAR,
whether they will be bound by
the laws of the HKSAR,
whether they have the power of
enforcement, and whether such
powers as exercised will be lim-
ited by the laws currently in
force in the HKSAR,” 
Hong Kong-based South 
China Morning Post quoted
the Bar Association statement
as saying.

The Bar Association also
pointed out that there was no
assurance that the proposed
legislation – given its status as
a national law – would comply
with provisions of the
International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights to
which Hong Kong is a signa-
tory, or that there would be a
public consultation before pro-
mulgation.
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Housing finance firm
HDFC Ltd on Monday

reported a 10 per cent decline
in consolidated net profit to
�4,341.58 crore for the fourth
quarter ended March 31. The
company’s net profit (before
adjustment of minority inter-
est) was �4,811.26 crore in
January-March quarter of
2018-19.

The board has proposed a
dividend of �21 per share of the
face value of � 2 per unit,
HDFC Ltd said in a regulato-
ry filing. On standalone basis,
the profit of HDFC during the
quarter slipped by 22 per cent
at �2,232.55 crore as against �
2,861.58 crore in the same
quarter previous fiscal.

“After providing for tax
of� 460 crore, the reported
profit after tax for the quarter
ended March 31, 2020 stood at
� 2,233 crore and for the whole
year it was �17,770 crore.

“In the fourth quarter, the
factors that impacted the result
include — extra provisioning
due to COVID-19 require-
ment, dividend income 
was �2 crore compared to 
�537 crore last year and prof-

it on sale of investments was �2
crore as against �321 crore,”
HDFC Ltd vice chairman and
CEO Keki Mistry said via video
conference.

During the quarter, the
net interest income improved
to �3,780 crore compared to
�3,161 crore in the corre-
sponding quarter previous
year.

For the full fiscal, the net
profit on standalone basis near-
ly doubled to �17,769.65 crore
as against �9,632.46 crore.

However, HDFC Ltd in a
statement said the profit num-
bers for the year are not direct-
ly comparable with that of the
previous year due to various
reasons, including additional
provisioning for the impact of
COVID-19 of �5,913 crore as
against �935 crore in the pre-
vious fiscal.

“The gross non-perform-
ing loans as at March 31, 2020
stood at � 8,908 crore. This is
equivalent to 1.99 per cent of
the loan portfolio.

The non-performing loans
of the individual portfolio
stood at 0.95 per cent 
while that of the non-individ-
ual portfolio stood at 4.71 per
cent,” it said.
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The pilot of the Pakistan
International Airlines

(PIA)’s crashed plane ignored
three warnings from the air
traffic controllers about the
aircraft’s altitude and speed
before the landing, saying he
was satisfied and would handle
the situation, according to a
report on Monday.

The national flag carri-
er’s PK-8303 tragedy on Friday,
in which 97 people were killed
and two miraculously survived,
is one of the most catastroph-
ic aviation disasters in the
country’s history.

The Airbus A-320 from
Lahore to Karachi was 15 nau-
tical miles from the Jinnah
International Airport, flying
at an altitude of 10,000 feet
above the ground instead of
7,000 when the Air Traffic
Control (ATC) issued its first
warning to lower the plane’s
altitude, Geo News quoted an
ATC report as saying.

Instead of lowering the
altitude, the pilot responded by
saying that he was satisfied.
When only 10 nautical miles
were left till the airport, the

plane was at an altitude of 7,000
feet instead of 3,000 feet, it said.
The ATC issued a second
warning to the pilot to lower
the plane’s altitude. However,
the pilot responded again by
stating that he was satisfied and
would handle the situation,
saying he was ready for land-
ing, the report said.

The report said that the
plane had enough fuel to fly for
two hours and 34 minutes,
while its total flying time was
recorded at one hour and 33
minutes. Pakistani investigators
are trying to find out if the
crash is attributable to a pilot
error or a technical glitch.

According to a report pre-
pared by country’s Civil
Aviation Authority,  plane’s
engines had scraped the runway
thrice on the pilot’s first attempt
to land, causing friction and
sparks recorded by  experts.
When the aircraft scraped the
ground on the first failed
attempt at landing, the engine’s
oil tank and fuel pump may
have been damaged and start-
ed to leak, preventing the pilot
from achieving the required
thrust and speed to raise the air-
craft to safety, the report said.
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President Donald Trump
demanded on Monday that

North Carolina’s Democratic
Governor sign off “immediate-
ly” on allowing the Republican
National Convention to move
forward in August with full
attendance despite the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic.

Trump’s tweets Monday
about the RNC, planned for
Charlotte, come just two days
after the North Carolina
recorded its largest daily
increase in positive cases yet.

On Friday, Governor Roy
Cooper moved the state into a
second phase of gradual reopen-
ing with some further loosening
of restrictions on hair salons, bar-
bers and restaurants. But he
said the state must continue to
closely watch virus trends and
has ordered entertainment
venues, gyms and bars to remain
closed. “Unfortunately,
Democrat Governor, @Roy-
CooperNC is still in Shutdown
mood & unable to guarantee that
by August we will be allowed...
Full attendance in the Arena,”
Trump tweeted Monday.

He added that Republicans
“must be immediately given an
answer by the Governor as to
whether or not the space will be
allowed to be fully occupied. If
not, we will be reluctantly
forced...To find, with all of the
jobs and economic develop-
ment it brings, another

Republican National
Convention site.” Cooper’s
office did not immediately
respond to an email seeking
comment on the tweets.

A week ago, Republican
National Committee chair-
woman Ronna McDaniel
asserted on a call with reporters
that the convention slated for
August 24-27 would be held at
least partly in person and
vowed not to hold “a virtual
convention.” She said at the
time that the RNC has enlist-
ed a medical adviser and that
the party was consulting with
the Charlotte mayor and the
governor.Several days later,
during a visit to the Charlotte
area, a top Trump administra-
tion health official sounded less
certain. Asked about what
preparations Charlotte will
need to make to safely host the
RNC, federal Health and
Human Services Secretary Alex
Azar said increasing testing
capacity will be important.

However, he did not refer to
a traditional in-person con-
vention as a certainty, but rather
noted that “we’re several
months away from the possi-
bility of the RNC.” Before
Monday, Cooper and Trump
had yet to publicly spar during
the pandemic. While Cooper
has urged the federal govern-
ment to help North Carolina get
more testing supplies and pro-
tective gear, he’s avoided criti-
cising Trump by name.
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China’s first unmanned heli-
copter drone designed to

fly in plateau areas and capable
of firing and conducting
reconnaissance from a high
altitude has made its maiden
flight and could be deployed
along the country’s borders
with India, according to reports
in the official media here.

The AR500C unmanned
helicopter, which has the abil-
ity to relay communication
from a high altitude, could help
safeguard China’s southwestern
borders with India in Tibet, the
state-run Global Times report-
ed. The drone, developed by
the state-owned Aviation
Industry Corporation of China
(AVIC), successfully made its
maiden flight on Wednesday at
an AVIC base in Poyang in East
China’s Jiangxi Province.

During the flight, it con-
ducted several manoeuvres
including hovering.
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The Shopping Centres
Association of India (SCAI)

on Monday said the organised
retail sector has lost over �
90,000 crore in the last two
months, owing to the lock-
down, and market players need
much more than the repo rate
cut and the loan moratorium
extended by the RBI.

In a statement, the indus-
try body said that the Reserve
Bank of India’s (RBI) relief
measures are not adequate to
support the liquidity needs of
the industry.

According to the SCAI,
there is a common miscon-
ception that the shopping cen-
tres’ industry is centred around
metros and large cities with
investments only from large
developers, private equity play-

ers and foreign investors.
“However, the fact is that

most malls are part of the
SMEs or standalone develop-
ers. i.e. more than 550 are sin-
gle owned by standalone devel-
opers out of the 650-odd
organised shopping centres
across the country and there
are 1,000+ small centres in
smaller cities,” it said.

Amitabh Taneja, Chairman
of SCAI, said: “The organised
retail industry is in distress and
has not earned anything since
the lockdown and their survival
is at stake. While the extension
of the loan moratorium talks
about some relief on repayment
but won’t help the industry in
liquidity.”

He said that a long term
beneficial plan from the gov-
ernment is much required to
revive the sector.
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Bharti Telecom is selling
upto $1 billion of its shares

in Bharti Airtel through a sec-
ondary market block deal on
Tuesday.

Bharti Telecom is the hold-
ing company of Bharti Airtel.
Bharti Telecom holds 38.79
per cent equity stake in Bharti
Airtel which will reduce by
upto 2.75% after the block
deal. The total promoter share-
holding as per exchange data is
listed at 58.98 per cent.

Singapore Telecom is a
strategic partner with Bharti
Airtel, J P Morgan is the place-
ment agent for the transaction.
This will be a 100 per cent sec-
ondary market placement
through an accelerated book-
build offering of equity shares.

The floor price is �558
per equity share at a 6% dis-
count to the close price of Rs
593.20 as on May 22 on the
National Stock Exchange.

The deal size will be

around $ 1 billion for up to 150
million equity shares compris-
ing up to 2.75% of total shares
outstanding as of March 31,
2020. The seller in the trans-
action is Bharti Telecom
Limited and will include a lock
up condition of no intention to
sell for 90 days from the seller.

No guidance will be given
on pricing until the equity
shares are crossed on the stock
exchange on May 26, 2020.
Investors should indicate the
demand sensitivities across the
price range.

There is no assurance that
any order for the equity shares
will be met in part or full, prin-
cipally due to the operational
mechanics of the Indian stock
exchanges. The allocation of
the equity shares to foreign
portfolio investors is subject to
the headroom available for
acquisition of equity shares of
the company by such investors
as per the investment limits
prescribed under applicable
Indian laws.
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As they say menstruation is never
a problem but poor menstrual

hygiene definitely is. More than 15
young change-makers from across
the country, who have been working
on mainstreaming issues around
menstrual health and hygiene, par-
ticipated in online workshops held
by Youth ki Awaaz as the world gears
up for Menstrual Hygiene Day on
May 28. The workshops are aimed to
empower these young change-mak-
ers with a set of skills to create pow-
erful social media campaigns and
scale the impact of their social jus-
tice projects online.

These workshops have been
running since October 2019 as part
of the #PeriodPaath campaign in
partnership with the Water Supply
and Sanitation Collaborative Council
(WSSCC), a body affiliated to the
United Nations. Ever since the lock-
down started, workshops have
moved online and Youth ki Awaaz
has trained over 80 young change-
makers on running high-impact
digital campaigns around various
intersections of menstrual hygiene
related issues such as sustainability,
gender issues, education and sanita-
tion. These 80 young change-mak-
ers are now a part of the YKA Action
Network. 

At these workshops, they are
taught how to design their own dig-
ital campaigns, define a problem
they wish to tackle, create strategies
to address the different audience seg-
ments, employ social media tools
and skills effectively, and target the
right decision maker to take assertive
action on their demands.

Over the course of next six
months, they will be working on
their own digital campaigns around
a specific issue of menstrual hygiene
management, which has been affect-
ed due to the COVID-19 pandem-
ic. The issues range from lack of
access to menstrual hygiene prod-
ucts, lack of knowledge, health and
medical staff. Each online cam-

paign will be targeting a specific
decision maker to come up with time
bound and targeted solutions that
address these concerns via means of
a policy or guidelines.

On the eve of Menstrual Hygiene
Day, YKA salutes these change-
makers, who have been working
relentlessly.

Pravin Nikam, Jaipur Action
Network Fellow, is a lawyer based in
Pune. He is a human rights defend-
er and believes in upholding the
democratic values. He is the founder
of Roshni Foundation, a non-profit
organisation focused on mentoring
and enabling youngsters, communi-
ties and organisations to strengthen
their capabilities to implement effec-
tive menstrual hygiene manage-
ment. 

He plans to start a campaign
with an objective to make Zilla
Parishad, Ahmednagar, Pune, initi-
ate Menstrual Hygiene Management
(MHM) ToT sessions for Teachers in
Ahmednagar, which will directly
impact 600 teachers and indirectly
reach 8,000 girls by December this
year. The trained teachers will pro-
vide psycho-social support to ado-
lescent girls in school; and provide
regular hygiene promotion classes in
every school. The training will hap-
pen at district and block levels that
will enable teachers to understand
the importance of MHM and devel-

op skills and capacities to address
MHM in schools and at the local
community level.

Prajna Raj Wankawalla, 15
Mumbai is the founder of an NGO
— Myselfesteen (MST). She started
this in February this year for men-
tal health. It serves as a platform for
people to share their stories through
short videos. It also provides free
counselor services to women and
girls if they feel low during their
menstrual cycles.

Shraddha Subhashrao Telange,
26, Pune, is associated with an
organisation cal led Work for
Equality, which is working for devel-
oping leadership qualities among
SC/ STs and minorities along with
support for girls educational devel-
opment. She is working as an advo-
cacy co-ordinator of a programme
which focusses on menstrual hygiene
and lack of sanitation facilities at
schools for adolescent girls. They are
planning to organise signature cam-
paign along with charter of demands
and send it to Zilla Parishad CEO,
education officer, deputy director
education and education ministry so
they prioritise the issue and give
written order for all schools in Pune
district and state and follow the cri-
teria of menstrual management,
water, sanitation and toilets facilities
at schools under the Sarva Shiksha
Abhiyan.

After months of confinement,
scrolling through old vacation pic-
tures, most of us were itching to fly

and wondered when we could do so? And
as if answering those prayers, there was an
announcement of flights being resumed.
However, as is the case with other things,
the new normal in flying too would have
to be reimagined. 

Unlike the past when there could be
a last minute stampede to the check in
counter, boarding a flight would have to
be done very differently.

So you can expect that while you are
on your way to the airport, your phone,
with a pop up notification indicates that
your web check-in has been completed and
boarding pass has been printed too. When
you reach the airport, you go through ther-
mal scanning and your status on the
Aarogya setu app too should indicate that
you are COVID negative. After you scan
your boarding pass and get your ID veri-
fied digitally, the doors open and you step
inside the airport. You can even print your
baggage tag online and attach it to your lug-
gage. No, this is not a scene out of the dis-
tant future, rather it is right here, right now.
Everything has been planned keeping in
mind the safety of passengers.

However, despite all these precautions,
you feel scared and anxious because there
is uncertainty around. A number of ques-
tions keep on popping in your head and
you wonder what’s next? Right from feel-
ing anxious about sitting in an enclosed
space to getting quarantined for 14 days,
there are various challenges that a flyer has
to face.

Dr Anuneet Sabharwal, a psychiatrist
who runs his clinic, The Happy Tree, says
that Coronavirus is particularly anxiety-
inducing because of the uncertainty
around. It has created a sense of fear among
people, as there are chances of contracting
the disease everytime they step out of their
homes or visit public places. “It is leading
to flyer’s anxiety because even though there
is an online check which is safe, proximi-
ty on board and fear of contracting the dis-
ease among passengers might make one
anxious,” he adds.

With the rise in the number of cases,
people are nervous to step out of their
house, forget undertaking a long journey.
Nishant Pitti, EaseMyTrip, CEO and Co-
founder says: “The flyers are bound to be
anxious about their safety during travel.
Infact, this anxiety will ensure that all the
passengers will take maximum precaution-
ary measures to secure proper health and
safety. We are trying our best to support
them by circulating updated relevant
information via messages and emails.”
Adding to it Kanika Tekriwal, CEO &
Founder, JetSetGo Aviation says that peo-
ple have become more mindful and cau-
tious while choosing their travel options.

The directives released by MoCA
under the Ministry of Civil Aviation con-
tains a list of guidelines that have been
developed keeping passengers safety in
mind and should be adhered to.

Currently, only cabin crew and secu-
rity personnel have been asked to compul-
sorily wear the PPE kits. However, one
wonders if everyone should be asked to
wear it because we cannot neglect the pas-
senger to passenger contact, especially in
a more closed space. “It would be a bit
much to ask everyone to wear it. It is not
much viable as even if the flight duration
is for two hours, the traveller will have to
wear the PPE kit for atleast six hours. They
are not comfortable due to multiple rea-

sons and cause sweating along with lack of
ventilation. Hence, for all passengers to
wear it for over six hours and that too, dur-
ing air travel, with everyone sitting next to
each other in an enclosed aircraft, where
there are multiple changes in air pressure
is not a viable option,” says Nishant.

However, contrary to this, Kanika feels
that PPE kits are by far the most viable
when it comes to safety of the guests and
crew. A new layer of safety at the airport
and the flight, with the help of PPE kits,
will reduce the potential for cross conta-
mination at all checkpoints. “We are
working on setting up procedures where-
in, both crew and guests, will be adequate-
ly protected and made comfortable simul-
taneously but there hasn’t been any devel-
opment on providing the kits to the flyers
yet. We are reducing the number of seats
that can be occupied on an aircraft,
revamping crew uniforms, reducing pas-
senger touch points as well as changing
F&B norms,” adds she.

“Even if we follow all the instructions
given by the government for air travel, we
will only be able to minimise the spread
of the virus to negligible levels but not erad-
icate it completely,” feels Nishant.

Another major challenge that a flyer
is facing is  that s/he is quarantined in the
destination city and is again quarantined
when they come back to the domestic city.
Unless it’s extremely necessary, why would
a flyer take a flight because 28 days is a long
time. How far can this be done practical-
ly? Nishant agrees and says that individ-
ual states have currently come up with

quarantine guidelines that are making air
travel infeasible unless extremely necessary.
“They are currently keeping a close check
on the way air travel  resumes. These direc-
tives are not viable for the long run and will
need to be relaxed and rationalised across
India,” he adds.

The pandemic has brought a drastic
change in the way we live altogether. “Given
the challenges during travel, which are
indeed essential to  ensure everybody’s safe-
ty, a new normal will have to be adapted
to in a positive manner. It’s for our and the
entire community’s’ benefit for flattening
the curve,” says Kanika.

Pointing towards the brighter side and
the technicalities of a flight, Nishant says:
“If we look at the technical aspect of the
spread of the virus, it either spreads
through contact or through aerosols pre-
sent in the air. Targeting the spread
through contact, the airlines will sanitise
the aircrafts after every trip and at the end
of the day with special focus on all passen-
ger touch points. This will ensure that the
spread of virus through contact is min-
imised. The air cleaning systems installed
in the aircrafts are sufficient to take care
of the spread through air. The air inside the
aircraft is extremely clean mainly due to

three reasons. Firstly, every seat is being
washed in downward direction at the rate
of one meter per second. The air flows from
top and is sucked from the bottom of the
floor. There is no airflow sideways.
Secondly, the air is recycled fully every two
to three minutes. The air circulated is a mix
of outside and filtered air. The outside air
sucked at high altitude for circulation is
cold, dry and uncontaminated, and is recy-
cled frequently. And finally, the air is fil-
tered through HEPA filters which have very
high efficiency and filtration. They can fil-
ter almost 99.9+ per cent particles out
which can easily filter the big size virus par-
ticles of COVID-19. These factors make air
inside the cabin extremely clean and safe
to minimise the spread through aerosols.”

He adds that even customers anxiety
and fear is taken care off. The customer care
representatives address and pacify the fly-
ers. Dr Anuneet lists some measures that
can be helpful in combating anxiety. He
says: “Take the steps that public health offi-
cials are recommending, such as fre-
quently washing your hands, avoiding
touching your face, eyes and nose with
dirty hands, wearing a mask and gloves,
covering your coughs. Focussing on things
which we can control and working on them
always helps us ease anxiety. Stay in touch
with your family and friends. If you feel
anxious, try and talk to your friends, fam-
ily or colleagues about topics that are inter-
esting, instead of talking about the disease,
ongoing cases and death tolls, as these top-
ics might make you more anxious.
Maintain a healthy routine, researches sug-
gest that following an unhealthy lifestyle
increases anxiety, whereas getting adequate
sleep, eating healthy and exercising might
help in reducing it. Try relaxation and deep
breathing exercises and/or progressive
muscle relaxation technique before board-
ing the plane if you are experiencing anx-
iety.”

The post COVID model demands
translating the operations into agile and
flexible ones, which would adapt and
change as per the circumstances quickly
and swiftly. “Each and every point has been
mapped across the delivery process.
Various mock drills have been conducted
to study the effectiveness of the SOP’s and
corrections are made accordingly. We
have prepared ourselves on how we are
going to facilitate guests, their baggage,
their catering, aircraft and interior. We are
working with our guests to know how they
would want to travel with us, what are their
expectations and what makes them feel the
safest. The inputs from our guests as well
as some of the country’s medical practition-
ers are taken care of. Besides which, we are
working with airports to adopt and imple-
ment safety procedures and recommenda-
tions set up by them,” says Kanika. Basically
utilising this time to learn new ways of liv-
ing and flying.

Even after taking undertaking various
measures such as automated systems,
reduced number of passengers and many
more, there are a variety of questions that
stare at us and might continue to do so for
a while — What kind of holidays can we
plan? What kind of inter-city/state meet-
ings can we hold, only virtual? What will
travel actually look like? And most impor-
tantly, are we ready to travel at the risk of
getting infected?

Even after the development of a vac-
cine for COVID-19, it will take consider-
able amount of time for the travellers to
return to the normal frequency of leisure
travel or even the crucial ones.
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LEARNING TO FLY AGAIN
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Lemon Juice: 
100 gram
Water: 1 litre 
Activated  
Charcoal: 
15 gram 
Hot water: 
120 ml 
Sugar: 
10 gram

�������
�Combine the

activated charcoal.
and hot water,

mixing until
wellcombined.

�Make lemon-
ade out of lemon

juice, water
and sugar.

�Combine the activated charcoal
mixture and the lemonade.
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Lemon: Being a rich source of Vitamin C, helps in deal-

ing with respiratory disorders. 
And helps in curing throat infections due to its well-

known antibacterial properties.
Antiseptic and natural medications.
Activated charcoal helps in trapping toxins and chemi-

cals in the gut, preventing their absorption in the body.
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Staying healthy during the COVID-19 pandemic is important to
combat the silent killer which is the most common comorbidi-

ties. India has already been facing a huge burden of non-commu-
nicable diseases (NCDs). Now, with COVID-19- a highly commu-
nicable disease — dealing with dual disease burden has become
the most challenging tasks for healthcare providers. Awareness and
prevention would go a long way to deal with both NCDs and com-
municable diseases. 

Hypertension is a chronic medical condition and common-
ly known as high blood pressure (HBP). In this condition, the
blood pressure in the arteries is persistently elevated. With hyper-
tension, the force of the blood against the artery walls goes too
high. High blood pressure is a silent killer. One may not feel that
something is wrong, but high blood pressure could be quietly
causing severe damage that can threaten the health and even life.
Almost all ages of individuals can be affected by hypertension
ranging from children to young adults to old age group. 

However, several factors and variables can put you at greater
risk for developing hypertension like family history, age, gen-
der, diabetes mellitus, kidney disease, obesity, alcohol consump-
tion, smoking, physical inactivity, unhealthy diet, stress.
Concerning COVID-19, several reports and data so far reveal
that hypertension is the most common comorbidities followed
by diabetes and coronary heart disease. It is found that the most
frequent comorbidities in patients with COVID-19 who devel-
oped acute respiratory distress syndrome were hypertension. 

Elder people are the most
vulnerable as hypertension is
extensively prevalent among
them. At a higher risk of being
infected with the virus and of
experiencing severe forms and
complications of COVID-19,
elderly needs to be extra careful.

Even though we do not have
enough evidence to correlate
COVID-19 deaths with hyper-
tension, however, it is a clinical
fact that blood pressure control
remains an important consider-
ation to reduce disease burden,
even if it has no effect on suscep-
tibility to the viral infection.
Notwithstanding COVID-19,
emergencies dont stop and
elderly people are always at high
risk. 

Seniors with high blood
pressure may be more suscepti-

ble to the coronavirus and more likely to develop more severe
symptoms. Hence, they need guidance about keeping other con-
ditions well-controlled and maintaining good health and
hygiene. It is advisable to take prescribed angiotensin-convert-
ing enzyme inhibitors (ACE-i) or angiotensin receptor blocker
(ARB) medications for high blood pressure, heart failure or heart
disease. 

These medications don’t increase the risk of contracting
COVID-19. They are vital to maintaining blood pressure levels
to reduce the risk of heart attack, stroke and worsening heart dis-
ease.Hypertension patients are always at the risk of heart attack
and stroke. In case of heart attack and stroke-like symptoms, every
second matter. Quick access to medical treatment is the most
important factor in saving lives.

Prevention and care: Maintain a healthy lifestyle- eat
healthy, quit smoking, restrict alcohol intake, get adequate sleep
and keep physically active. Avoid or limit alcohol and caffeine.
Physical activity should be strongly encouraged either in a home
setting or outdoor areas with social space and will also improve
wellbeing. Yoga and breathing exercises are helpful. Continue
with prescribed medication for hypertension. Keep follow-up
appointments. Hospitals are offering video consultancy. Seek
medical help immediately if blood pressure goes high. Do not
neglect it. In case of emergency, visit nearby hospitals’ emergency
room.
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��������A papaya is a yellow-coloured fruit which is sweet in
taste. It is rich in Vitamin C and has various health benefits.

Papaya is rich in fibre, Vitamin C and antioxidants which
prevent cholesterol build up in your arteries. It also helps in weight
loss because the fibre content in papaya leaves you feeling full
and clears your bowel movement. It is also great for boosting
immunity.

Papaya is a rich source of antioxidants, phytonutrients and
flavonoids that prevent your cells from undergoing free radical
damage. Some studies have also linked the consumption
papaya to reduced risk of colon and prostate
cancer.

The presence of various
vitamins and nutrients
also help in pre-
venting the
skin from
free radi-
cal dam-
age there-
by keeping
all the signs
of ageing at bay.
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Little had we known that scenar-
ios like COVID-19 would pre-
vail, we would have braced

ourselves to our fullest capacity. Not
just this pandemic has hit hard on
the economy at a global level but has
also given a huge challenge of bal-
ancing the mental health to
humankind, giving us an option to
come out either bitter or better and
the choice is completely ours!

Maintaining social distancing
and self-hygiene are the only options
we have in the present fettle in try-
ing to curb the COVID-19 menace
which indeed is proving prolific.
Some regions across the country
have been given the Government’s
nod to slowly bring life back to nor-
malcy and after such a stringent
lockdown, life seems to be coming
back on track. Even if anytime soon
we are able to move as per our will,
the offices resume, and we hop in
our favourite restaurants but when
it comes to what we have seen at its
worst, it will take a long time for our
mental health to recuperate.

Regrettably, issues like mental
health are something which is
inescapable and one needs to make
it their top priority before the situ-
ation slips out of hands, and as they
say a stitch in time saves nine.

Paying attention to our physical
and mental health should be our pri-
ority as that will pull us through the
times to come sanely.

Social media boundaries:
During situations like isolation,
social media is the only option left
with us to keep us entertained and

at the same time getting information
about the outside world but some
miscreants do not make it happen
as simple as it sounds. Social media,
on one hand, is quite helpful in gath-
ering the information but on the
other hand, may have adverse effects
on some people’s mental health. In
the era where people are circulating
fake and misleading news on social
media, the sender might not get
impacted but there are people out
there who may end up losing their
hopes on visualising a better tomor-
row.

Journaling/writing down your
thoughts: A serious impediment
that will come in our way post the
lockdown is to keep our mental
health in check and it’s better if we
start working towards it from today
itself. Certain practices like medita-
tion, writing a journal, and getting
surrounded by people with positive
thoughts that one can go for to keep
their mental health in shape.

Need compassion and kind-
ness: Even during these unprece-
dented times, some people are
bringing up caste and religion-
related issues to create a nuisance in
the society but we should under-
stand that this is not the right
approach to fight this deadly disease
that has claimed millions of lives so
far.       

Talking mental health should
not be stigma: Seeking mental
health or openly asking for the same
is still a taboo in our country as
some people think that doing so will
harm their image in society. Despite

labeling these people in any manner,
these should rather be encouraged
to see a counselor and get a check-
up if in case they are dealing with
any of the problems. Expressing your
emotions is important. 

Realistic approach: Focus on
things you can control rather than
focus on things that are not in your
control. People should adopt a real-
istic approach towards life which  is

the need of the hour as today’s gen-
eration especially the younger ones
are slowly and gradually becoming
the victims of bleak thoughts, over-
thinking, and anxiety. Your positive
attitude towards life will become
your biggest strength when facing
difficult times like these. 

Martin Luther once said
“Everything that is done in the
world is done by hope” and which
I strongly believe in. If we are opti-
mistic about how we perceive things
then a lot can be achieved. A human
mind is a fold of magic and it is up
to people on how beautifully they
unfold it as we are what we think
and how we think.  

It’s high time now that we start
focusing on our mental health and
getting ourselves enrolled in activ-
ities that could keep us away from
distractions and negative environ-
ment. If you ever feel the need of
consulting a mental therapist then
make a move without hesitating and
that’s where you will make a first step
towards improving your mental
wellbeing. There will be challenges
ahead of you but once you gather the
courage of surpassing them, every-
thing will start falling into place.
Take a leap of faith as the finest steel
goes through the hottest fire.

Perhaps mental health is much
more than being just depression-
free, anxiety-free, or various psycho-
logical issues, it is about having the
utmost zest for living and seeking life
out of moments.
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One of the best ways to start your fitness
journey is to start by conditioning your

body with the basics of working out and
exercises. You need to condition your
muscles to be able to bear the stress of exer-
cising. That’s what most of your initial days
of joining a class or programme are spent
in. With online trainings becoming a
trend, it is important one equips him/her-
self with good form to reduce the risk on
injury working out in the physical absence
of teacher/trainer. There is a way to get a
jump start that process by incorporating
basic body weight exercises.

Body weight exercises are strength
training and conditioning exercises which
utilise your own weight and provides resis-
tance for the movements. Exercises like
push-up, squats, planks, crunches and
pull-ups are all examples of body weight
exercises.

Planks: Lie face down with your fore-
arms extended and palms on the floor.
Extend the legs behind the body and rise
up on the toes. Keeping the back straight
and hips in one line tighten the core and
hold the position for 30-60 seconds mini-
mum. For those who can, hold this posi-
tion for as long as you can. 

Do a minimum of three-four repetitions
of this posture with about 10-15 seconds
break in between. With progress, aim at
reducing your break time and increasing
your time holding the position. Also
increase your repetitions with practise.

Planks help with improving the flexi-
bility of your posterior muscles, balance,
posture, tones your stomach, strengthens
your core and reduces back pain to a cer-
tain degree.

Squats: Stand with your feet parallel or
turned out 20 degrees, whatever is more
comfortable. Slowly start bending the hips
and knees until the thighs are at least par-
allel to the floor like sitting on a chair. Make
sure your heels do not rise off the floor while
bending your knees and ensure your knees
don't go beyond your toes. 

To make sure you are doing this right,
push your hips back while going down.
Once you reach your maximum stretch,
count to ten and start coming up slowly.
Press the floor through your heels to
return to a standing position. Do eight-10
repetitions each turn and start by doing
three-four turns with 10-15 second breaks
in between. 

Squats are a great way to train and
strengthen your lower body muscles. It
tones your muscles and burns fat and cel-
lulite effectively. 

Push Up: Start in a plank position,
slowly start lowering your body toward the
floor by bending your arms from the
elbow. Ensure your elbows soft keeping the
back straight and body parallel to the
ground. Once you reach your maximum
level, hold for two counts and then start
coming back up slowly by pushing the floor
with your palms. Do eight-10 repetitions
each turn and start by doing 3-4 turns with
10-15 second breaks in between. 
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Almond milk: 75 ml 
Dates: 75 gram 
Bananas: 150 gram
Flax seeds: 5 gram
Honey: 30 gram

�������
�Combine everything in 

a blender. 
�Blend until smooth.
Banana: Rich source of potassium and 

Vitamin C. High in Fibre.
Dates: Very high in anti-oxidants.
Flax seeds: High in Omega 3 fatty acids 

and anti-oxidants.
Honey: Anti-oxidants, anti bacterial properties.
Almond Milk: Vitamin D, Calcium, Protein
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Strawberry: 50 gram
Blueberry: 50 gram
Raspberry: 50 gram
Greek yogurt: 70 gram
Banana (chopped): 1 number 
Rice cereal: 20 gram
Oats (soaked in milk): 20

gram
Whipped cream: 30 gram
Almonds: 10 gram
Walnuts: 10 gram
Honey: 20 gram

�������
�Mix berries, yogurt, honey,

bananawhipped cream and
cereals together in a bowl.

�Transfer the mixture in a nappy
bowl and garnish with some
chopped nuts and more
berries and drizzle honey on
top.
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Berries are an extensive source

of vitamin C and antioxidants.
Greek yogurt provides calcium
and also contains probiotics, which
support a healthy bacterial balance
in the gut.
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Bayern Munich aim to con-
tinue the Bundesliga’s cur-
rent trend of teams win-

ning on the road behind closed
doors when they face Borussia
Dortmund in a potential title
decider on Tuesday.

Leaders Bayern arrive at
second-placed Dortmund four
points clear and on course for an
eighth straight title.

“For us this is a very deci-
sive week,” insisted Bayern for-
ward Thomas Mueller.

“We’ve clearly set ourselves
the goal of three victories this
week and taking a giant step for-
ward” towards the league title.

Bayern warmed-up by beat-
ing Eintracht Frankfurt 5-2 at
the weekend and also host rel-
egation-threatened Fortuna
Duesseldorf this Saturday.

Since the Bundesliga
resumed ten days ago, behind
locked doors due to the coron-
avirus, home advantage has
counted for little with 10 of the
18 games played won by the
away team.

Bayern and Dortmund are
among only three clubs —the
other being Hertha Berlin who
thrashed neighbours FC Union
4-0 on Friday — to have won at
home since the restart.

Hansi Flick’s Bayern are
eager to continue the trend and
again assert their dominance
over Dortmund, who they rout-
ed 4-0 in Munich last November.

“We’re looking forward to
Tuesday - I hope that we can
show what makes us strong

and leave Dortmund’s stadium
with a smile,” added Mueller.

Signal Iduna Park would
normally be packed with 82,000
fans for a visit of Bayern, but the
terraces will remain empty on
Tuesday.

“It will still be a hard day’s
work,” Mueller added.

“We’re marching,
Dortmund is marching.”

Dortmund winger Raphael
Guerreiro is in form with three
goals in his last two games and
was on the scoresheet in
Saturday's 2-0 win at Wolfsburg.

The Portugal star also net-
ted twice in the 4-0 rout of arch
rivals Schalke the previous week-
end in the Ruhr derby.

Dortmund are waiting on

the fitness of key defender Mats
Hummels, who injured his
Achilles’ tendon at Wolfsburg.

In the Bayern camp, mid-
fielder Thiago Alcantara has a
groin strain while centre-back
Jerome Boateng picked up a leg
knock on Saturday.

Having beaten Bayern 2-0 at
home in the pre-season Super
Cup match last August and 3-2
in the league in November 2018,
Dortmund are eager to again
send the Bavarians home disap-
pointed.

“I hope we can get the next
victory,” said Dortmund's Swiss
centre-back Manuel Akanji.

“Since I've been here, we’ve
always lost to Bayern away, but
won at home.  

I want to keep this series
going.” Tuesday’s showdown
will also pit the league’s top-scor-
er Robert Lewandowski, 31,
who has scored 27 goals in 25
games for Bayern, against his
former club. For the hosts,
Norwegian sensation Erling
Braut Haaland, 19, has scored
ten goals in as many league
games since joining Dortmund
in January from Salzburg.

Haaland and Lewandowski
have exactly the same record -
41 goals from 35 games in all
competitions this season.

England winger Jadon
Sancho came off the bench to set
up Achrif Hakimi for the second
goal in Wolfsburg.

Dortmund coach Lucien

Favre has hinted the 20-year-old
could start against Bayern.

On Wednesday, third-
placed RB Leipzig host Hertha
Berlin in the day’s key game.
Germany striker Timo Werner

warmed up with a hat-trick in
Sunday’s 5-0 thumping of
Mainz.

He had also scored a hat-
trick in an 8-0 mauling of Mainz
last November.
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The Indian Premier League will
help spread positivity and

change the mood of the people
during the COVID-19 pandemic,
according to India opener Shikhar
Dhawan, who is hopeful that the
glitzy T20 tournament will take
place this year.

The coronavirus outbreak,
which has infected more than 55

lakh people while causing 3.4 lakh
deaths worldwide, has wreaked
havoc globally, bringing the sport-
ing community to a standstill.

The IPL, which was originally
scheduled to be held from March
29 to May 24, was indefinitely post-
poned by the BCCI due to the out-
break of the novel coronavirus in
India and subsequent lockdown
announced by the government to
contain the fast-spreading disease.

“It’s very important that some
sports return to improve the envi-
ronment and mood. It will have a
huge impact if the IPL returns,”
Dhawan said during an Instagram
chat with Sri Lanka all-rounder
Angelo Mathews.

“We have to take care of the
security of everyone so we need to
be very careful. If it happens, it will
be really good for us as it brings a
lot of positivity that can be spread
all over the world as a lot of peo-
ple watch it,” he added.

There is speculation that the
13th IPL might be conducted in
October-November if the T20
World Cup in Australia is post-
poned.

“Hopefully, the IPL will hap-
pen. I always think in a positive
manner. It will be really good if the
tournament goes ahead,” he added.

Cricket boards across the world
are working out ways of resuming
the game, which includes match-
es being held behind closed doors
without spectators.

“We are going to miss playing
in front of a huge crowd if tourna-
ments take place behind closed
doors,” Dhawan said.

“The fans bring their own
charm and aura, but at the same
time, it would be an opportunity as
we have been sitting at our homes
for two-three months now.” 
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Pakistan head coach and chief selector
Misbah-ul-Haq believes Babar Azam is

destined to be a world class player and is very
close to being in the same league as India
skipper Virat Kohli and Australia’s Steve
Smith.

“I don’t like comparisons but Babar is
currently very close to being in the same class
as Virat Kohli, Steve Smith or Joe Root,”
Misbah said in an interview to Youtube chan-
nel, Cricket Baaz.

“He believes in the work ethic that if you
want to better Kohli you have to work hard-
er than him at your skills, fitness and game
awareness.”

The 25-year-old, who was named cap-
tain of the Pakistan T20 team ahead of the
Australia series in October last year, was
recently handed the reins of ODI team as
well. “Making him the T20 captain was a
tester. We wanted to see how he will
respond to this challenge. All of us agree that
he has done a very good job and his biggest
plus is that being among the worlds top play-
ers he leads by example,” Misbah said.

“If you are a performer like Babar then
it becomes easier for you to motivate the rest
of the team and get things done.

“Even when I was made captain in 2010
my performances were here and there and
I was in and out. But captaincy changed my
game and mindset and I became a more hard
working and motivated cricketer.”

Misbah said Babar always challenges
himself and would get better as a captain with
experience.

“He is in a zone of his own. He just does-
n’t want to be in the team. He just doesn’t
want to play for money. He wants to be the
top performer for Pakistan. He is always pit-
ting himself against other top batsmen like
Kohli or Smith,” he said.

“He loves challenges in the nets and on

the field. He has really matured as a player
and in time he will get better as a captain with
experience.”

Babar was the leading run-scorer of the
T20I series against Australia last year. He also
scored 210 runs, which included a hundred,
at 52.50 in the Test series against the same
opponents.In the two-Test home series
against Sri Lanka, Babar ended the series
with 262 runs with an average of exactly 262.

Misbah feels Babar had changed as a
batsman when he got runs in the Tests in
Australia.

“Before that he was getting runs in tests
but not consistently. In Australia and in the
following tests against Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh he changed,” he said.

“It is a learning process. Having
remained captain it is a big advantage for
coaching because you know the players and
their mood swings. You know which play-
er will respond in a given situation,which
player is feeling pressure in a scenario.
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Opener Dean Elgar has
expressed his interest in

becoming South Africa’s next
Test captain, saying leadership
comes naturally to him and he
would think “long and hard”if
approached for the job.

Du Plessis had resigned as
Test captain in February and
Quinton de Kock was expected to
take the reins but Cricket South
Africa ruled him out of the job,

saying they don’t want to overbur-
den the wicketkeeper-batsman.

With a three-Test series
scheduled against the West Indies
in July, CSA is still figuring out the
Test captaincy conundrum.

“It’s definitely not an easy
journey being a Test captain but
I think leadership is something
that comes extremely naturally to
me,” Elgar said during an inter-
view with Cricket South Africa
(CSA) which was released on
Monday.

“I’ve captained teams in the
past, right up from school level to
provincial level and at franchise
level. I enjoyed it extremely and
if I was asked to take on the cap-
taincy, it’s definitely something I
would think long and hard about
because it would mean a lot to
me.”

The left-handed batsman,
who had captained the 2006 U-
19 World Cup team in Sri Lanka,
was the stand-in skipper in the
first Test against England in 2017

after regular captain Du Plessis
had missed the match due to the
birth of his first child.

Elgar had again captained
South Africa against Pakistan in
January last year when Du Plessis
was penalised for slow over-rate
in the second Test and was sus-
pended for the third and final Test
of the series.

Aiden Markram and Keshav
Maharaj had earlier expressed
their desires to captain South
Africa. 
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West Indies fast bowler
Kemar Roach has come up

against some of the best batsmen
in the world in the longest format,
but he feels former South Africa
cricketer Jacques Kallis was the
‘hardest batsman’ he came face-
to-face with.

Kallis is widely regarded as
one of the finest all-rounders to
grace the sport and his statistics,
both with bat and ball, is nothing
short of surreal. Roach hailed
Kallis’ technique and also spoke
about the ease with which he
used to go about his job while at
the crease.

“Hands down, I would have
to say, Jacques Kallis. He was def-
initely one of the tougher for sure.
He was very technical very solid

in his approach. He played it very
easily, especially in the home
series in 2010. He is probably the

hardest batsman I have ever
bowled to,” Roach said during an
Instagram live session with
Cricket West Indies.

Kallis also finds his name in
the exclusive club of players to
have hit in excess of 10,000 runs
in both ODIs and Tests. With the
ball too, he picked up 273 and 292
wickets respectively in the two
formats.

Due to his consistency, Kallis
commands so much respect from
others players that rarely a team
gets assembled and Kallis’ name
isn't on it. Recently, India skipper
Virat Kohli and former South
Africa captain AB de Villiers
named a combined Ind-SA ODI
XI during a conversation on
Instagram and Kallis was the
designated all-rounder in their
list as well.
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Balbir Singh Sr, one of India’s
greatest hockey players who won

three Olympic Gold medals in a stel-
lar career, died at a hospital in
Mohali on Monday after battling
multiple health issues for over two
weeks.

The legendary centre-forward
was 96 and is survived by his daugh-
ter Sushbir and three sons Kanwalbir,
Karanbir, and Gurbir. His sons are
settled in Canada and he lived here
with his daughter and grandson
Kabir.

“He died at 6:17am this morn-
ing,” Abhijit Singh, Director Fortis
Hospital, Mohali, where he was
admitted since May 8, told PTI.

His maternal grandson Kabir
later sent out a message stating,
“Nanaji passed away this morning.”

The three-time Olympic Gold-
medallist was in a semi-comatose
state since May 18 and had developed
a blood clot in his brain after being
first admitted to the hospital for

bronchial pneumonia with high
fever. He was tested for COVID-19
but reports came out negative.

Singh suffered three cardiac
arrests during the course of his treat-
ment. Singh was cremated with full
state honours and Kabir performed
the last rites on Monday evening.

A police contingent fired three
shots as a mark of respect to the
departed soul. His body was taken to
the crematorium in a bedecked vehi-
cle and former Indian hockey captain
Pargat Singh was also present at the

funeral.
Senior officials of the Punjab gov-

ernment and Chandigarh adminis-
tration laid wreaths on the body here.

One of the country's most
accomplished athletes, Singh was
the only Indian among 16 legends
chosen by the International Olympic
Committee across modern Olympic
history. His world record for most
goals scored by an individual in the
men’s hockey final of the Olympics
still remains unbeaten.

He had scored five goals in

India’s 6-1 victory over the
Netherlands in the Gold medal
match of the 1952 Helsinki Games.
He was conferred with the Padma
Shri in 1957.

That was the first time an athlete
was conferred the prestigious civillian
honour. Singh’s three Olympic Gold
medals came in London (1948),
Helsinki (1952) as vice-captain, and
Melbourne (1956) as captain.

He was also the manager of
India’s only World Cup-winning side
in 1975.

It was the fourth time in the past
two years that the former captain and
coach was admitted to the Intensive
Care Unit (ICU).

In January last year, Singh spent
more than three months in hospital
because of bronchial pneumonia.

Considered at par with Major
Dhyan Chand in skills, Singh was
among independent India’s biggest
hockey stars.

Singh and Dhyan Chand never
played together but are regarded as
the jewels of Indian hockey, who
inspired an entire generation of
hockey players.

While Dhyan Chand garnered
more recognition, especially since his
achievements came under the British
rule, Singh's exploits were no less
impactful.

Born in 1924 in Punjab's Haripur
Khalsa village, he was spotted by
Harbail Singh, who was the then
coach of Khalsa College and later
coached India to back-to-back gold
medals in 1952 Helsinki and 1956
Melbourne Olympics.
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New Zealand Tennis said
Monday it was set to host

the southern hemisphere’s first
professional tournament since
the COVID-19 shutdown.

The men’s Premier League
tournament in Auckland next
month will feature 24 players
competing in three teams at
spectator-free arenas over
three weeks.

Tennis NZ high perfor-
mance director Christophe
Lambert said the tournament,
which begins on June 3, would
pit ATP veterans against some
of New Zealand's rising stars.

“The NZ Premier League
offers opportunities for our
best players to have a home-
base competitive environment
so they are ready to jump back

in when the pro circuit starts
again,” he said.

Britain’s world number 77
Cameron Norrie, who grew
up in New Zealand, and sev-
eral of New Zealand’s Davis
Cup players are among those
taking part. The internation-
al nature of tennis means the
sport has been hit hard by the
coronavirus shutdown.

Among the Grand Slams,
the French Open has been
postponed and the US Open
is considering switching
venues from New York if the
virus crisis in the city does not
ease.

The ATP is not planning
to resume tournament play
until early August, while the
WTA hopes to restart its cal-
endar in Palermo in on July
20. 
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Atletico Madrid winger Angel
Correa on Monday said

that a return to football “is
what we all need” ahead of a
possible La Liga restart in mid-
June.

League president Javier
Tebas on Sunday said he hopes
the Spanish season can resume
with the Seville derby on June
11, after Prime Minister Pedro
Sanchez said La Liga could
return from June 8.

“With this crazy period that
we are all living in, knowing that
we will soon be playing again,
resuming La Liga is an immense
joy," Correa told the Atletico
website after training on
Monday.

“I think this is what we all
need, for football to resume, and
thank God, it will happen very
quickly.” Spanish sides are cur-
rently training in small groups,
but should be able to return to
full training on June 1.

Atletico sit sixth in the La

Liga table with 11 games of the
season remaining, although only
one point adrift of Real
Sociedad, who occupy the
fourth and final Champions
League spot.

“The whole team has been
working at home, and now we
are noticing that during train-
ing,” added Argentinian interna-
tional Correa.

“We’re training at a high
level and that is what the team
needs to be ready when La Liga
resumes.

“I’m very happy. I really
wanted to get back on the pitch,
come back to train with my
teammates. The lockdown was
a very difficult period, but that’s
it, we are moving forward now.”

Atletico reached the
Champions League quarter-
finals shortly before the suspen-
sion of the season by ending
holders Liverpool’s title defence,
although that match at Anfield
was linked to "41 additional
deaths" by a report published on
Sunday.
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Bayern Munich striker
Robert Lewandowski has

praised Borussia Dortmund
counterpart Erling Haaland as
a player with great potential,
and advised the Norwegian to
stay in the German
Bundesliga. Before Bayern and
Dortmund face each other at
the Signal Iduna Park on
Tuesday, all eyes are on both
sides’ leading strikers. 

Poland’s Lewandowski
leads the Bundesliga scoring
charts with 27 goals, while 19-
year-old Haaland has found
the net 10 times in just seven
matches following his January
switch from Red Bull Salzburg.

However, rumors suggest
that Dortmund may be oblig-
ed to sell Haaland at the end
of the season due to a 75 mil-
lion euro release clause in his
contract, prompting
Lewandowski to suggest the
Norwegian should stay put for
the time being.

“It would be better for him

to stay in the Bundesliga to
increase his skills. He has not
only great potential but also
much time to become an even
better footballer. I wouldn’t
like to put pressure on his
shoulders by my words but I
believe that he will reach the
top level if he works very
hard,” Lewandowski told 

Meanwhile, former
Bayern captain Bastian
Schweinsteiger compared
Haaland to Lewandowski in
an interview for ARD on
Sunday.

“The Norwegian is a
young striker who has the
energy to hurt his opponent.
I’m looking forward to see his
clash against Lewandowski
but it seems that Champions
League is more important
than Bundesliga for the Pole.
He has to prove that he is able
to lead the team to win the
European competition. I’m
curious if he will show his
strength in the decisive games
of the Champions League,”
claimed Schweinsteiger.
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